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Part of the MeUniverse project
for f(x)’s 10th anniversary
Participating sites: functionlove.net | f(x) Global |
Stay United f(x) | f(x) activities | f(x) fancams | f(x)
fanzine | MeU Argentina | Arab MeU's | MeU Vietnam
Fanbook edited by functionlove.net
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A letter from
the MeUniverse team
Hi. This is f(x) Global (@affxtionglobal) in twitter. We started in
2014 and now we are still here! We don't regret stanning four
beautiful girls turned into breathtaking women. As you celebrate your 10th anniversary this year, anything that you will do
in the future (solo or group), we are at your back. Don't feel
pressure from the others have to say, we always got your back.
Let's walk on the flowery path, we're meus and f(x) are together.
f(x) forever? Yes! Congratulation, loves!

f(x) has always been an inspiration. It is thanks to that inspiration that helped our charity fanzine project, including over 15+
artists come to life. All of our artists were able to pour out their
love for f(x) creatively and I think the outcome was beautiful.
Our team would like to thank all other participating fan unions
for bringing this all together. Happy 10 years of f(x)! We will
walk alongside f(x) forever! - f(x) Fanzine
I was at home on a scorching hot afternoon. It was summer,
and YouTube recommended a video called “Hot Summer.”

Everything to do with the mood but I didn’t imagine that I
could meet a unique group, a group that has amazing talent,
and shares a love that surpasses any physical or cultural barrier.
Your music and friendship have helped me through many dark
moments in my life. And I can only thank you for that! Thank
you! - Stay United f(x)
To my dear children, f(x), I love you with all my might. You’ve
been my strength, my everything, for these past years. It’s been
a privilege knowing and loving you. Happy 10th anniversary! -

functionlove
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No matter how much time passes, I'm always
gonna stay by f(x)'s side. f(x) forever!
- Silla I.
f(x), a kpop girl group who saved me from depression, you guys
taught me how to be myself, how to love myself. You guys are
my inspiration and my saviors. Well it’s been years now, We all
miss you guys, your craziness and dorkiest stuff.. No matter what
happened, we will be always a MeU! - Jellybean, Philippines
Hello my beloved f(x)!!! I just want to let you know that you guys
are loved by a lot of people and remember that we, MeU will
always support all the members of f(x) in every aspects!! Thank
you for existing and congratulation for the 10th anniversary!!

Keep doing what you love and stay healthy!! MeU love f(x) -Zie,
Malaysia
We never know know what the future's bring but I all know Me +
U can pass all the good n bad times together ♥
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I remember watching you guys

I will always support you no matter

during Golden Disk Award in Malay-

what because I know that you are

sia and it was truly one of the best

working so hard for us. 고맙고 f(x)

nights in my life. Thank you for

for making my life better and every-

existing f(x)! Thank you for bringing

thing. Maybe I didn't stan f(x) from

joy to my life. No other group can

the beginning but I will stay with

replace my love for you guys from

you till the end. MeUs are with you.

the first time i know you guys in

Love is 4 walls, love is f(x). 사랑해 ♥

2011 until today. Happy 10th anni-

에프엑스 - Amber, Krystal, Luna,

versary f(x)! As much as we want

Victoria ♥

you guys to stay as a group until
20th, 30th anniversary, we will al-

Hi, I am Sara from Hungary. I actu-

ways support everything that you

ally share a birthday with Luna!

guys do. Much love from Malaysia!

When I was a teenager, I always felt

Thank you for ten wonderful years

very conflicted with myself, I wanted

of f(x)! Your music means so much

to be girly and pretty but it all felt

to me and has made me so happy

very foreign to me. But, f(x) always

since I became a MeU back in 2016.

felt like home. For some time before

Congratulations on your 10th anni-

finding you, I was worried about

versary! Love from Alice in the

being too weird, but you showed

UK~

me that being unique is not a bad
thing and you made me feel cool.

f x) is love, even though SM enter-

Thank you for these 10 years! You

tainment has disappointed us but

gave me so much happiness. I miss

we must keep on being enthusiastic

you.

and still love f(x).

First of all congratulations! It’s

I first discovered F(x) when their

amazing to see how far my ult

music video La cha Ta was streamed

group has come, and I hope that

in our country’s music channel, I was

there are many more wonderful

amazed at Amber that time. I was

years to come! It’s really been ten

amazed on their friendship and

years already,, ,,,,just wow. I hope

hardships. I continue to love them

you girls the best of wishes for all

till the end. ~ Mikan, Philippines

the years to come, and I love you all.
f(love) for life! ❤ 我爱你们, Coco

I'm Daisey from Vietnam. It's been

4 years and I miss you so much, girls. (Canada)
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Kurdish Meu love you so much from

I love you f(x). You guys were my

Kurdistan ♥

source of energy during hard times
for me. I still listen to your albums

Hi f(x)!! Waaa we’ve been together

that I bought in Korea when I went

for 10 years now, and I couldn't be

to visit. Wishing for an f(x) reunion

any happier! My heart is warm

one day. With love from Elisa, Can-

thinking of you girls, you've inspired

ada.

me and MeUs all over the world and
we are so thankful. You girls never

F(x) is my favorite group, I have

fail to deliver amazing and unique

been following since the debut in

songs that stay with us whenever. I

2009 and have never regretted my

would see a red light when driving

decision. Thank you for helping me

and I would burst into song! In

with your songs at my worst times,

every room I enter, the whimsical

thank you for making me happy

and majestic vibes that 4 Walls

with your appearances, photos and

brings enters with me. f(x), the artist

videos. I would like to send a special

I hold closest to my heart, has a

kiss to Luna and say that even from

song for any occasion and never

afar I support her and I love her

fails in helping me and making me

unconditionally, you are a pure

the happiest! I love you guys so

angel, I love you Lunbaby ❤️F(X)

much, since 2013, the first girls that

FOREVER AND EVER F(X) FIGHTING!

introduced me to a mindblowing

Kisses from Brazil, luv ya ❤️ Ass.

world of music. I'll be a MeU till the

Guinevere Rocha.

very end !! This is Roushan from

f(x) has been the light that illumi-

the Philippines, sending love and

nates my path, to which I cling day

cheers to Victoria, Amber, Luna, and

by day so as not to give up. Always

Krystal. MeU + f(x) always!!

MeU, whatever happens, they will

f(x) is my spirit animal. 'nuff said

always be my hope. Constanza Lara,

~Kay from USA

Chile. @ cnstn.za

hey I'm Lucieni, from Brazil. f(x) I

马上就是十周年纪念日了，很开心一

love you my girls. Thank you for all. I 起走过了这许多年，谢谢你们的陪
love the smile of Amber, the eyes of
伴。meu永远都在！喜欢fx是一件很
Qian, the personality of Krystal, the
骄傲的事，我爱你们！ from China
vocal of Luna ,HEY I LOVE YOU SO

MUCH

特特
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Thank you for being a blessing to us,
your fans. Just be happy and do what
you all love,

f(x)陪伴了我的整个青春期，2011年末跨年演唱会的惊鸿一瞥，让

我从此迷上这个拥有独特魅力的女团。时间真神奇，f(x)就到十周
年了，谢谢四少这么多年的陪伴，在我成长的路上给我力量和快
乐。以后也一直一直走下去吧，MeU永远都在！Love is f(VALK)
→Forever ♥ - Collin,中国
I ‘ll always love & support f(x) & all MeU....wish everyone happiness & bright future ..Love U..
f(x) has been with us for 10 years and every year has been so
special to meus. they always give us our best, and in return, we
always support them at their highs and lows. they hold music
special to my heart, and they’ve made such an impact in my life.
meus and f(x) have a bond that can never break.
I miss you so much, please come back.
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Hello! I do not know where to start

Brazil.

but I want to thank you girls for

Hi! My name is Ellise from the Phil-

getting me through the tough times

ippines. Been a meu since 2013 and

in my life. You are the only group

i just wanna say that im always and

that I own all CDs for, including

forever will be proud for the hard

solos, and it makes me very happy

work that f(x) do. f(x) fighting!

when your songs come onto my
speakers. Just like now. f(x) is #1

You all are a big inspiration for me,

forever! Thank you for everything. -

you all are like my role models,

Kayleen, confess-fx admin on

thanks for still being together as a

Tumblr

group. Love you all noonas, I'm
Kylem from Costa Rica, i'm 14

thank you so much for everything

years old and I hope someday see

from the last 10 years. i haven’t
been here for the whole journey, but
i will be here till the end. i miss you
all lots & am so proud that you’ve
reached 10 years together on this

you and cheer you in a concert, it's
my big dream, please have another
concert soon. Stay healthy and take

care of yourselves!

journey and are still standing just as

Well, first of all, I’d like to tell you

strong as you did in 2009. meus are

that I love you all. I would love to

always with you. f, england ♥

meet you all, talk with you and give

Happy 10th anniversary from our
family in Malaysia. We love you.

each of you a big hug, but the only
thing that I can do is to say this…
Victoria you are an amazing person.

I am a fan since 2015 and I feel so

I admire you so much for everything

proud of the women all of them

you do and how you take care of

became, I love their albums, songs,

the members. Amber you are a

music videos, concepts, every single

great girl you always make me laugh

thing about the group is art and I

so much and I love your style. Luna

really appreciate their amazing and

thank you always for giving me a

hard work, as a group and soloists, I

bright smile in "Luna’s Alphabet", I

hope I can stay many more years

never miss an episode. Krystal

with f(x) and hear their voices to-

thanks for everything for you is that

gether again soon. I love you all,

I like the Kpop since in the moment

thanks for the amazing 10 years,

I see you I fell in love with you be-

congratulations and let's stay to-

cause you are very beautiful and I

gether for more 10. - Kelly, from

love the way you are. f(x) will always
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be my favorite group. One thing

Hello, my name is Kaylee and I am

that i will never regret is the first

from the United States. f(x) has

time that I listened "Electric Shock". I been such a huge part of my life
will never regret being MeU. I love

and I couldn’t imagine not loving

you guys. Elizabeth, México

them. Their music never gets old

All that im after is for you four to

perform together again. I love you
f(x), forever will ♥ Chrystelle C.
from Canada
Dear f(x), I wanted to thank you for
everything you did for us. Your
music became my lifeline, your
performances were real joy for our
eyes and ears. We know, that you
always did your best while perform-

ing or filming, you all did a really
great job, and that's why MeUs are
proud of you. I just want you to
remember, that MeUs will always be
by your side, whichever way you
choose in future. Your bright smiles
are our biggest joy in this world, so
let’s be healthy and happy all the

and seeing them all happy and
smiley makes me happy. I want
nothing but the best for them and
i’m so happy that they can celebrate
their 10 years!!
hello my beloved function girls! it's
already our 10th anniversary, how
fast time goes by and how crazy it
feels to say that we've been a whole
decade together. thanks for being
the biggest inspiration in my life, my
ground wire and my biggest source
of happiness. i will always love and
support every member with my
whole heart, let's celebrate every
single day together!!!! meu+f(x)
forever♥ with pure love, Iuli from
Argentina.

time, okay? Song Qian, Amber J. Liu,

Dear My Forever f(x), Thank you for

Park Sunyoung, Jung Soojung, all

this 10 amazing years. You guys did

my love belongs to you only. Dasha, it! For more years to come!! My
Russian Federation
Hi Victoria, Amber, Luna and Krystal!
it's my 8th year being a MeU! Idk
why but seeing all of you being
adult and do things that you really

Amazing f(x), You guys are wonderful in your own ways and always kill
it! I’m very thank you for your existence. Wish to be with you guys
forever ♥ Nisa, Malaysia

like makes me proud! I have zero

Congrats on 10 years! We appreci-

regret being a MeU. Love you all!

ate all your hard work and will con-

Hope to see you soon! - Kalsum,

tinue support you in any endeavor! -

Indonesia

Ethan and Kiley - Nebraska, USA
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3 YEARS AGO, I FOUND THE LOVELY F(X) LADIES. The
only group I get emotional for sometimes. Victoria, you're
really like a mom to all around you. You are not just a
beautiful woman, but very strong and intelligent. Your
kindness melts my heart every day. Amber, you're the
reason I became interested in f(x) and the first idol I became obsessed with. I remember your encouraging words,
making me try harder in school. You're so outspoken and
let nothing get in the way of being you. Park Sunyoung.
You are so talented, so nice, so energetic and the person
that makes me smile everyday. I hope you know you have
so many people who truly know your worth and support
you unconditionally. Everyday I make sure to recommend

your songs to anyone who'll listen to me. Soojung, I've
had my ups and downs with you, but now I know for sure
you are so loveable and sweet. Don't listen to those who
call you mean names and say you are cold. I know that
you always smile at MeUs and try your best everyday. I
will always support my strong, beautiful ladies.
Pure love, f(x).
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My name is Sam, I'm from Canada.

Thank you f(x) for always show a

I first got into f(x) in 2013, when I

wonderful dance skills and singing

discovered RPPP and ended up

in every performance that you guys

listening to all of their prior releases

had done from debut until now. No

and just being overcome by this

matter what happens MeU always

group with an original sound and so

support and stand with you guys. So

much energy in all their releases.

don't ever be afraid to do some-

Throughout the past 6 years, f(x) has thing new. Always remember that
been so important to me as I came

you guys are great. MeU love f(x)

to adulthood and saw the members

and our love is forever. Our life has

grow alongside me—although I

become more beautiful because you

miss them always, I'm so grateful for

guys are part of it❤️❤️❤️ Happy

what they’ve been able to put out

10th debut anniversary... From

largely by their own efforts. To me, f

Malaysia- Izumii Hazi

(x) is family, and they are strength in
perseverance; from Amber, Victoria

and Krystal all leaving their home
countries at young ages, to all the
members’ solo activities (including
my bias Luna’s beautiful selfproduced and written Even So,
which I have to listen to every day).
Thank you f(x) for all you’ve done

Wyn from Singapore: Thank you
for all these joy filled years. I am
thankful for f(x) being one of the
first few groups I looked into. Thank
you to all you ladies doing your best
for all MeUs! Cheers and all the best
in your future endeavors! Wish you
girls all the success in the world❣

for MeU, and I hope to one day be

Hi girls, my one and only unique f(x),

able to see you again as four on the

happy 10th Anniversary. No matter

same stage. <3

what happens, I will always standing

Happy 10th anniversary f(x)! I hope
you guys will always be healthy,
happy and stay together for a long

here support and love f(x) more and
more. You have to just keep moving
forward.. MeU Love you guys

time! I'm proud to be MeU and

It’s been a long time since I saw you

really love all of f(x) songs and will

guys at music show. I hope this year

always support f(x)! 항상 고맙고, 건

I can see you again at music show

강하세요 그리고 오래오래 행복하세

요! 사랑해요! ♡ from: Felicia Rose-

as F(X). F(X) are my first girl group in
kpop who I like and because of you

guys I became a kpopers until now.

line, Indonesia
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I’m not good with words, but I

will be able to see you all back on

wanted to thank you so much for all

stage and slay! You guys are leg-

that you guys have done the past

ends and are the best, will always be.

ten years. I’ve always received

Istg, I'm gonna throw a pizza party if

strength from your songs and lis-

you guys will have a comeback. ㅋㅋ

tened to them whenever I felt down.
f(x) has really made my life brighter
have always put a smile on my face
whenever I watch your videos. No
matter what paths all of you walk on
from here, I’ll always be supporting
the best I can. f(x), let’s continue to

ㅋ I love you all— Krystal, Amber,

Luna and mama Vic. ♥ f(x) is love,
f(x)orever! Happy 10th anniversary! I
wish you all the best. Stay strong!
Keep the faith! Love, Monique Paola from the Philippines.

reach new heights! With love, Lia

Happy anniversary!!!!! I’m ashamed

from the USA

to admit that I only saw the light

Congrats on your 10th anniversary!!!
Been a fan since 2009

started

when I was in highscool and already
finished college still am your fan! ❤
Its been 10 long yrs and so many
things happened! I miss you all f(5)
forever!! to VALK hoping for a
comeback soon pls!! We all meus
will support u all the way!

I love

you all guys! Keep enjoying and
pursuing for the things you love!!
Comeback/concert pls!

God bless

you all and congrats again!

pls

also visit Cebu philippines and enjoy
yourselves here!!!! ♥♥♥♥ Love,

and became a meu in 2015. There’s
the fact that I didn’t really care for

anything K-pop until 2014... but it’s
still such a waste. I could have been
around when you guys were promoting Red Light. Regardless of the
‘could haves’, it’s now been more
than 4 years since then and I’m now
very proud to admit that I love f(x).
I’m proud of your genre-defying
discography, your visual evolution,

your growth as individuals. In the
wise words of Luna, keep on doin’
doin’ what you do! - Mogwai
(OneHallyu)

Angelie Reynes from Cebu City,

Dear f(x), Thank you for making me

Philippines

back from KPOP during your 4Walls

To our precious f(x), I will always be
your supportive fan and will wait for
you no matter what. I and the other
MeUs still believe that one day, we

era and it makes me happy that I
still love KPOP till now. I became a
fan of yours during 4Walls era be-

cause I love that song and it was
your first comeback without Sulli. I
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keep listening to your songs all the

meUs have for you, thanks to all!

time and I also keeping up what are

Vitor, from Brazil.

the members doing. But I feel sad

Even though it has been awhile

that they haven't release anything

since your last promotion, but I

since their last Korean release witch
was 'All Mine' in 2016 for SM Station
and I keep seeing them individually
after, Victoria's activities in China
(variety, drama & music), Luna is
doing musicals & her solo music
and she also doing Luna's Alphabet,
Amber's activities in the US and
Krystal with her acting projects and

always keep in faith and believe that
f(x) will comeback in the future!!

Cannot simply describes how much I
love you guys and would really want
to meet you all in person! Happy
Debut 10th Year Anniversaries and
please always stay healthy and happy! Love you loads! 我愛你！에프엑

sometimes doing magazine pictori-

스 사랑한다!!!! 항상 응원할게요!!!!!

als. It's been three years since their

- Jun from UK/HK

last activity as a group, but early this

month, they are finally performing
together at a SMTOWN concert in
Japan. Even it's without Victoria I am
so happy to see them together
again and it's perfect timing for it
because it's your 10th anniversary
this year. Happy 10th Anniversary
girls! I hope you guys comeback
soon. Love Abigail from the Phil-

ippines.
hi! wow, this 10 years of f(x) was
amazing, i can't believe how much
you all did incredible things, amazing discography, one of the most
loved girl groups, stylish trend and
other million things. im so grateful
for having f(x) in my life, you know,
this years we being through wasn't

Hi f(x), filipono MEU here. You’re the
first group that I loved. Me, as a
solid fan, will never get tired of
waiting for you guys to be complete
on stage or have a comeback. I’m so
happy that you’ve debuted 10 years
ago. Please don’t get sick and I
hope in the next years to come we
are still together, stronger than ever.
Love, Pam-Filipino MEU
Happy 10th Anniversary to the girls
who brought so much joy to my life!
♥ It's been 7 years since I started
stanning f(x) and never I had an
ounce of regret. Just know that I'll
always support you and whatever
your future decisions. Hana, dul, set
f(x)!!! ♥

easy, but, what truly matters it's how
you all are happy, and the love that
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My mind goes crazy whenever i
hear about you,
I feel like i'm not complete without you, you girls
changed me to better me and i'm so thankful for it. you
deserve to be happy after all, please take care of yourselves. HermosavidaAsayel - Arab MeU ♥
To the most amazing 4 women, thank you for being an
inspiration to me all these years. i still remember watching your debut at 13 years old, and now, at 23, i love you
more than ever. no matter the turns of life, i always look
to you 4 for strength. through your passion for music and
performing and love for us fans. thank you for always
being by our sides; i will always be with you too. ♥ f(x)
forever -Vi, Canada
To my f(x) girls, who have been through so much the past
years, but still continue to strive and think about us MeUs,
I wish you the happiest ten year anniversary. We will
continue to be there for you, just like how you have done
for us :')
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Dear f(x), Happy 10th year anniver-

cause we miss you ♥♥. Love, Razan

sary to you guys!!! I really am grate-

From Bahrain

ful that I've got know you way back

Arab meus love u guys so much,

and I wanted to thank you for stay-

please comeback for all meus we

ing this long despite the challenges

are so sad ♥

you've been through as a group and
as an individual who went through a

I'm sara and my love for fx eternal

lot of negativities from the people

since childhood until right now and I

who were insecure about you. Thank miss them so fucking much....arab
fan ♥
you so much for being an inspiration to a lot of people and for giving
them happiness whenever they see
you. Recently, through smtown's
concert in tokyo, the three members
performed for the first time after 3
years, we were so happy for it and

for that I wanted to thank you once
again, despite Victoria's absence
you still moved our hearts by the
fact that u are still there. Your bond
encourage us that distance is not a
hindrance to create a family within

F(x) has been part of my growing
years. I don't know what kind of life
will I have without them, specially
they are my 1st group to be a fan in
K-pop. 10 years. It has been 10 years
of love, patience, and happiness. I
might say the bad ones too, but
focusing on the positive makes us
lighter and brighter. I am and will
always be a MeU. F(x) f(orever) f(4)
Jin Sison, Philippines

ourselves. For this year and for the

Hope you will always be happy.. i

next years to come, we will continue

stan you since 2013-now

to support you individually and as a

group with all of our heart. Thank u
so much and we love you. Happy
10th year once again miloves!! ♥
Merielle, from the Philippines

Thank you for being you. Your mu-

sic has always given me a sense of
motivation, energy, and your hard
work has always given me the sense
of determination to reach my

Hi ma ladies I am your Arab MeU. I

dreams. I love you more than words

actually don't know what to say but

can describe and my support for

you guys inspired me in a lot of

you never wavers because of how

ways and I hope this letter would

much you all mean to me. From,

make you happy as well and wish

India, from the U.S.

you all the best. And please have a
comeback soon or some gig be-
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Hello f(x)! It's already been 10 years

the future brings us, whether you

since your debut and I'm truly proud stay together or go your separate
of you. Thank you for being my

ways, we MeU’s will always love and

inspiration and strength for years.

appreciate you! f(forever). Why or

Thank you for making me happy

even how you may ask? The answers

when I'm so down. Thank you for

is simple just because. f(x) we LOVE

always working hard and THANK

you. Thanks you always.

YOU FOR EXISTING. Don't forget
that you have a lot of fans that are
supporting you. Please don't forget
to rest and please take care. We will
always be here for you guys. MeUs
will continue loving f(x) no matter
what happen. 에프엑스 사랑해요~
♥♥~Carylle Faye from the Philippines
To my beloved unnies, I love you so
much and congratulations for your

it's been ten years, and I've only
been in this family for about a year.
I'm sad that I didn't know f(x) earlier,
no matter what happens I will support you all. (Sending virtual hugs)
Nor Ainah, Indonesia
I just wanna wish for all of them
happiness and love. luiz, Brazil
Congratulations on 10 years my
lovelies :’) Thank you for sharing

10th anniversary. Hoping for your

your talents and giving MeU life for

you. Thank you for inspiring me.

together and individually. Wishing

comeback soon. Missing you all four. this long. You all have come so far
and are only going to get better
f(4) and meus are strongest. I love
Love, Aira V. from Philippines
Congratulations on your 10th Anni-

versary!! Thank you for being
unique and never shying away from
being you as individuals and f(x).
Thank you for all the songs, dances

you all success, happiness, and
health always! ~Yanu

hi f(x), im a MeU from Brunei Darussalam & my name is Yul. I was
a fan since your debut title track
"LaChaTa". I really love you girls.

and great memories. Though I only

thank you for working hard all these

got to see you once in London and

years... 감사합니다 에프엑스 언니들

don’t know you personally. I will

♥ for 10th anniversary, i wish to see

always appreciate you guys. Thank

a comeback & more activity from f

you for growing up, supporting and

comforting me through these 10
years. Though we don’t know what

(x). we will be waiting for your re-

turn! I love you!
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Thank you for helping me
through a rough time in my life
and just being there through your
music, i love you all - Jaime, USA
I love you all and your music very much! I will continue to
always anticipate and support your works, as a group and
individually, regardless of what the future holds. As a fan,

I am very proud of your accomplishments and impact in
the music community altogether. I wish you all the best,
always, in whatever form the best may be for each respective member. Much love, Andrea, USA
f(x) is always my happiness, I will wait for you, much love
from Argentina - Sofia Filu
Congrats! You're always be my beautiful and inspirational
stars! Andrea, Colombia
I love y'all so much and I miss everyone, you girls made
my life better, I can't imagine living without your music.
F(X) Forever.
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Happy 10th anniversary f(x) ♥ My

*cries* Your music comforts me all

girls, you've been part of us MeU's

the time, I don't know how can I

for 10 yrs. I CAN'T BELIEVE THAT

repay you with these emotions that

F(X) IS 10 YRS OLD NOW. I know we

sends gratitude TT I'm so thankful.

have been through a lot of ups and

Let's see each other soon!

downs, and we are really thankful

I just want to say, thank you for

for your guys hard work for us.

being f (x)!!I will always support f(x)

Thank you for being a great inspira-

no matter what. We MeU will always

tion to us and being a good role

be beside f(x). I LOVE YOU GUYS

models. I'm really happy for you

and i miss you guys so much

girls and what you guys have al-

I

will wait for you 에프엑스 파이팅!!!

ready achieved in your life. Us meus

Let's meet again~~♥ -- Desi

will forever gonna support and love

Wulandri, Indonesia --

you. WE MISS YOU A LOT NOW! We
have waiting for a very long time

울 공주들 미유는 언제나 함수 편이

but we will never give up on waiting

야 ♡ f(x)를 사랑하는 사람들은 여전

and hoping for you guys till you
comeback. Just remember that

히 많아요. 불안해하지 말기! 10년

meus will always gonna be there for

전 중학생이었던 내가 10년이 지나

f(x)! VICTORIA, AMBER, LUNA, KRYSTAL, & EVEN SULLI, YOUR NAMES

서 벌써 20대 중반이 되었어요. 많은

WILL GONNA STAY IN OUR HEARTS

게 바뀌었지만 네 명 목소리 듣고 힘

FOREVER! WE LOVE YOU GUYS!

내는 건 여전해요. 예전 활동곡 그대

Hi this is Irish from Philippines!

로 들고 나와도 모르는 척해 줄 테니

Many MeUs are waiting for you to

까 올해는 4명의 무대를 꼭 보고 싶

come in the Philippines! Have time
to visit us! ;) Congratulation my first

어요. 사랑해! 매일매일!

and last girl group to love on your

Thank you f(x) for always doing your

10th anniversary. More years to

best in good times and in bad, as a

come! I started stanning you on

group and individually! Congratula-

2013 and here I am standing still.

tions on 10 years and hope that

No matter what you do, I'll always

there’s many more to come! Words

be here. Supporting your decisions

can’t express the love and admira-

in group or individual. You turned

tion I feel towards the 4 of you

into a gorgeous butterflies. I can't

properly but I hope this message

wait to see your kids in the future!

suffices! Lots of love from Puerto
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Rico ♥

come to Indonesia again! Thank you
for always producing good music

I love f(x) forever, meeco japan

with an aMAZING CONCEPT SERI-

10 years with f(x)!! I can’t believe

OUSLY YOU GUYS HAVE THE BEST

that 10 years have passed already! I

CONCEPT EVERRRR. I dont know

am very sorry that I could not watch

what to say anymore but I’m look-

your growing up and came to the

ing forward for the future ahead.

fandom only a year ago. Your music

Once again, happy 10th anniversary!

means a lot to me and to all the

I was an elementary student when I

fans around the world. Some quotes

first listened to you music and now

from your songs helped me fight

I’m in my senior year huhu! I’m

self-hatred and depression, so I

proud calling myself as a MeU after

can’t wait to hear something new

all those years being nameless♥

from you and plunge into the world

Hiii! I'm so happy to be one of your

of music f(x) with my head. p.s. MeU

beloved MeU. You're so good and

from Russia are alive (my name is

great. I cannot wait to see u perform

Daria and I am a living example)

again as four members. I love you all.

and we dream to see you in our

— Wilmer Anical Philippines

country (come to my city Irkutsk to
look at Lake Baikal !!!) I love you !!!!

I want to congratulate you girls for
being in the kpop game for 10

wow... i just can believe that f(x) are

years! I thank you for your hard

going to complete a decade togeth-

work and the effort that you put

er! how do you girls feel? meU feel

into your craft. I hope you're proud

so excited!!! thank you so much for

of yourselves. You are one of my

giving us your best through those
years. for your precious discography,
the moments, visuals... we are grateful. can you make a show here in
Brazil? (spamming heart emoji) Henrique Jorge, Brazil

favourite groups probably of all
time. Your music has helped calm
me down, as well as give me motivation. Again, I want to thank you
for that. I pray that you are doing
well and happy. Also, I pray that I

Happy 10th Anniversary, f(v+a+l+k)!

can see you excel in the future too.

I can’t believe you’ve been carrying

Love you! ♥ From your Caribbean

the whole music industry for a dec-

fan, Denisha.

ade now. One of my dreams is going to your concert so I hope you
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So proud to call you my favourite K-

deep down, a MeU. Je vous aime,

pop group you changed the genre

Coralie.

forever when you came in and

Dear girls, Happy 10th anniversary.

changed my life. And while I and

You guys have achieved so much-

many MeU see you moving on with

both as a group and as an individual

your lives and conquering different

in these past years. Proud is an

stages we thank you for times like

understatement. I am more than

Tokyo live. Thank you for changing
my life and for giving me the chance
to express myself and be myself

proud to be called as a meu, as your
fan, as part of your periwinkle ocean.
Thank you for these past amazing

your music has helped become true

10 years you girls had gave us!

to myself and I owe that to you.

Cheers to more and more happy

Thank you for all the memories and

moments ahead! Lia, Malaysia.

remember no matter what you do

To the beautiful F(X) Queens, the

MeU is always behind you ♥

very first girl group that made me

Oh my dear favorite girls groupe, I

fall in love with KPOP & that never

really hope that you will read this

ceases to constantly amaze me

some day. Congratulations on your

despite the hiatus; I wish you girls

10th anniversary! My name is Cor-

the bestest success in you career in

alie, hard to pronounce right, and I

both music as a group & individual

am a MeU from Belgium. I really do
like f(x) and each member, especially
Krystal, not because she's the most

endeavors. Wishing to see you all
together on stage again. F(X)
fighting! With love, A faithful fan♥ -

beautiful woman in the world, but

Jay Geeh, Federated States of

mostly because she's so talented
and she has such pure heart and not

Micronesia

a cold heart like some people be-

Happy anniversary my girls ♡ please

lieve. If you read this my dear

stay all healthy and always be confi-

Soojung, know that you are you and

dent and happy. MeUs wish all the

if you never change, I will always like great things for you and love you to
the moon and back ♡
you as the person you are. Don't
smile to the camera, smile to the
ones you love. Amber, Luna, Victoria,
and even Sulli, I love you girls too,

of course. I am a MeU, and even
when I will get old, I will still be,

Greetings from Germany! I really
wanted to say how much you guys
changed my life, when I found you
guys 4 years ago. I didn't knew, that
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a group with amazing and talented

to support you, as a group as well as

members will grow to my heart. I

solo activities. F(x), I am proud of

still can remember that one day,

you! MeUs, I am proud of us!

how I found you guys. You showed

Mathilde from France

me so many things in life and I'm

f(x) you are the reason to join to

really thankful for it. I really wish,

kpop I love you so much

that I can see you in real life, but for

now, I'm happy with what I get. Even 10 years with the best group and
though you guys are not very active the most important group in my
life,thank you for being in my

as a group, I will wait for you. I'm
proud to call myself as a MeU
love you guys

life,you helped me so many times

I

and i can't explain how much I love

~ Quyni

you fx,Victoria my pretty mum thank

happy 10th anniversary!!! hoping

you for being there for me,amber

that a time will come that you will

my beautiful llama thank you for

visit Philippines. Thank you so much

making me smile,Luna my vitamin

for being an inspiration to me. I love

thank you so much and your voice

you so much! Sending love from

makes everything better,Krystal my

Philippines ❤❤❤ -alise v.

cute little princess thank you for
everything you do for me,I'll listen

Dear f(x), you have helped me in so

many ways. From a group that intro- to your songs until the end of the
duced me to kpop, to a real inspira-

world,you guys make me feel like

tion, I cannot thank you enough.

I'm the best,thank you so much, I'm

You have accomplished so much in

noor from Iraq, I'm Meu from 2009

10 years: flawless discography,

and forever.

worldwide recognition, legendary

Dear f(x), I will be MeU forever ♥ I

stage performances and much

love you guys so much and no mat-

more! When I saw Amber, Luna and
Krystal perform right before my eyes
for Kcon Paris 2016, I've never been
so happy and so proud to be a

ter what I will be always by your side,
thank you for this 10 years and let’s
go for a million years ♥

MeU... You truly are the most origi-

I am Ryeowf from Saudi Arabia I

nal, iconic and charming group out

became a big fan of you from the

there! Even if you went through a

date 09/05/2009 until my death I

lot, and have been inactive for near-

will continue to like you

ly 4 years, MeUs will always be here
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Even though you all are doing
your own things, you still impact
us all.
I thank you for all these years of music, dramas,
youtube videos and more. I hope we get to see
a comeback soon but even if there isnt I'll be

here supporting all 4 of you.
We love you and we are always with you ♥♥♥♥
Dear f(x), thankyou for existing! without you i
wouldn't be as proud and confident as i am
now . I will wait for you girls cuz you deserve it .
you're unique and awesome, vic,lu,ber,krys, no
matter what you're the love of my life and my

ultimate bias ♥ I'll support you even after the
end of our story ♥
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Your songs are like an electric shock

F(x) is the first and only band that I

for me coz it's making me boom

love with all my heart until the I'm

bang boom everytime i hear them. I

meu forever KLAV love you

know you are dangerous like a dracula pretending to be pretty girl step
on me in the shadow with kind of
this rude love then trap me in this 4
walls so now i think you're all mine
now with all this paper heart. This
hot summer makes me wanna drink

F(x) the best kpop band , i love you
so much , and i promise you to keep
support you forever , please always

remember how meus love you ,
forever f(x) in my heart Alot of love
from arab meu Rama , Palestine

milk and eat some icecream while

f(x) is my love and everything and

im listening to this summer lover

my starting of kpop for me they are

song which completes my day when

the legend of kpop f(x) is love

i'm alone. Even if red light shines on
me, i will always be so into you and
keep listening to your songs with

this la cha ta and rum pum pum
pum vibes, writing all our story in
this ending page of journey. Don't
cry coz i'll always be there supporting you and waving such a beautiful
goodbye to you hoping for someday i'll see you standing on the
stage as 4. Me love U Fachri, MeU
Indonesia

Dear f(x) ur smiles are all what we
need , we love the way u breath ,the
way ur hearts beats pls take care of
ur selfs and each other .... one day i
met 4 girls named krystal, luna,amber and victoria they teach me
how to be strong how to work hard
no matter what ,how to enjoy the
success and how to remove the pain
to continue the way to build an
empire named f(x) every love story
is beautiful but ours is my favorite

my English is not good i'm so sorry

Meu+FX =forever ...we will be al-

but i can't believe now it's 10 years

ways beside u so pls stay always

with fx !!!!! when fx debut i was 5

beside US we are one and we will be

years old now I'm 15 , We grew up

always one Meu ♥ will always sup-

together !!! i don't know what i'm

port u together as f(x) that we know

say but i want fx to know i love

f(x) that overcome the odds f(x) that

them, will i wish fx have 20th Anni-

do not follow the current ....let's be

versary! f(x) i love you !!!! i'm so

together for long time, love you

proud of you and you do well , I will

support you until I die, f(x) forever !!!!! Rasha - saudi arabia .

We love you so much and support
you for ever
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thanks for exist, thanks for your

DON'T GIVE UP WE MEUS LOVES

music, thanks for your love, thanks

F(X) FIGHTING!!!! THE BEST, THE

for 10 years, I will always be by your

MOST VERSATILE, FASHIONABLE,

side, you are my hope 사랑해 -

DOWN TO EARTH, HARDWORKING,

Natalia-Mexico

DROP DEAD GORGEOUS WOMEN

I MISS AND LOVE YALL!!!! ILL BE

Christine, Philippines

F(X) IS OUR EVERYTHING ♥♥♥♥

FOREVER MEU TO SUPPORT AND

에프엑스 언니스 안녕하세요! 싱가

CHEER U UP GUYS ♥~ph meu
Happy 10th anniversary my babies ♥

포르에서 왔어용~ 10년 데부위후의

I’m so proud of you guys I honestly

기념 축하합니다!!!! 진심으로. Your

cannot express it in words. You girls

music, performances and style gave

have taught me so many things

me a lot of strength during the past

about life, love and family and I’m

years. 宋茜我们伟大又有勇气和美丽

so so grateful that I’m your fan. I
love you 4 so much. I will wait for

的组长，루나언니 우리의 힘 아이콘

you guys no matter how long. Al-

비타민, amber our friend who can

ways a proud meu, Shreya from

joke yet relate to us so well mentally,

India. ♥

krystal our classy fashion role model

Hi f(x), my name is Fatma and I've

and secretly is hilarious... 함께해줬어

been your fan since 2010. You have

고맙습니다. 다 잘하고 아름답다. 수

no idea how much I love you and

고했어요 다들! 진심으로 당신에게

when i listen to your music, I feel

행복이 찾아 좋겠어요. 기회있으면

like I'm in another place. Please
continue to make music. Don't you

싱가포르에 꼭 와요!! 콘서트해요!!

ever stop. Love, Fatma

영원히 사랑해 응원할게요~~❤️

LOVE f(x) since the beginning I laid

Hey !! I was meu since 2014 and fx

my eyes on them, I was 11 years old, make me love kpop , i wanted to say
'Hot Summer' was played on a Mu-

we really love u guys and we will

sic Channel in my country, I was so

wait u forever, meu love u :( I also

fascinated, like in total awe, their

want to say to soojungie i love u

concept is god-tier from then on I

forever you r so cute and pretty

said to myself this is my only girl

still healthy and happy *chu*

group. Still have a lot to say but I
have to keep it short so PLEASE

I love you ..♥
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It’s the 10th anniversary ♥♥ 10 years 10 years it’s a nine years with you
with f(x) 10 years of happiness be-

the is you 10th years maybe you

cause of you we are always proud of

don’t know about anything who you

our girls we can’t count your new

make me feel happy your miracle

talents that you have shown in this

guys when i feel sad when i hate

years fx will always keep the girls we

myself and my life i am listening

love and proud of them all the time . your songs it’s make me fell good
Smile always and be happy because

and when i look at you who you still

your happiness what’s makes our

together after 4 years from your

happiness To be more accurate

comeback that so amazing sorry I

you’re our happiness . Every mem-

didn’t write something for someone

ber has her personality and each

Before but i hope you feel what I

personality of you guys have it has

want to say. Victoria, Amber, Luna,

place in our heart it’s all cutest and

Krystal, Please stay happy stay smile

great . We are always here for you

stay healthy please be careful about

and will love you always ♥♥ ( I’m

yourself Love you guys ♥ Remember

not good in English but I wish you

if you do anything we will support

can understand my feelings) ♥

you am not good in English am just
write what’s in my mind I am waiting

Love you for 10 years and always ♥

for you guys. Remember me Amal

You guys helped me so much and i

from Saudi Arabia ♥

became more positive person than s
to F(x). Happy 10th anniversary and i
hope we can see more of F(x) in the
future! 2009년부터 사랑했던 내 첫
케이팝 그룹 우리 에프엑스! 사랑하
고 늘 응원할게요! / Renia . Syria
Now we have been through a lot in

I have been a fan of the band for 8
years and I will remain a fan forever
“I love you (♥♥♥
f(Krystal,Luna,Amber,Victoria)
To the queens fx ladies love u so
much and thank u for bieng together . I just want u to be always to-

the past 10 years we smiled and we

gether this my only wish (arab meu

cried together I love you stay

I love f(x) so much you’re my k pop

healthy♥♥♥♥

girl group (1) ♥

Hello it’s me Amal actually you don’t I miss you F(x) ♥
know me I am one of the Arab
I love you forever ♥♥♥
MeU’s i love you guys when i was in
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i’m join this fandom from 2010. i

healthy. We always wait for f(x)

love the fandom so much because

comeback together in stage again

if feel sad and stress I always look fx

soon. Please don't disband! We

at youtube and this give me spirit ♥

always miss you and I love U guys.

i love u fx so much. please come-

Vic mommy, Luna eonnie, amber

back so fast! untill now i always

hyung, and dongsaeng krystal sa-

waiting for u guys:”))

ranghae saranghae saranghae ♥

Happy 10th Anniversary! It has al-

Thank you Song Qian. Thank you

ways been an inspiration to have

Amber Josephine Liu. Thank you

known f(x) as individuals and as a

Park Sunyoung. Thank you Jung

team. You're all awesome! Your

Soojung. [Thank you Choi Jinri].

music always makes my day. Thank

Thank you f(x). Thank you for work-

you, for being you and for gifting us

ing hard. Thank you for existing. We

with great music. Cheers to the

walked on a path where the flowers

journey ahead! Stay awesome and

bloomed, and withered. We had

unique! - With Love, Jane from

days when grasses were greener,

Canada.

and days when the land’s deserted.
We saw everything pretty, as well as

I cant describe how much happiness

things less pretty. In those 10 years,

you’re music have brought me these

I learned how to see the beauty in

past few months , i am very new to

withering flowers, and deserted

the fandom but i’m glad i joined

lands, in plains and voids. And it was

now than never! F(x) is such a
unique group that fits in exactly with
my music taste! Lots of love <3333 -

Jez,USA
MeU's with F(x) forever ♥♥♥♥
All of us MeUs want you to be
healthy and happy, beacuse you
make us happy. With love from a
spanish MeU
I love u f(x) ♥♥♥

all because of you girls. :) You made
my, and meu’s, everyday’s worth
waking up to. Our love doesn’t
expire in 10 years, so whether you
like it or not, we’ll continue to love
you ‘til periwinkles turn to black.
Hahaha. I am so proud of the beautiful women you’ve become! f(VALK)
jjang!~ All love, Chrisselle, Philippines
f(x) is my life.—Karen, Japan

Hi guys, how are you today? I hope
that you all always fine and stay
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f(x) is the best gift and a real
blessing. Please never give up,
MeU will be always here to support ♥
Hi girls! I'm Gabriela from Caracas, Venezuela. I just
want to say thank you because since a year or more
you became in one of the most important things in

my life without even think to much in that. HAPPY
10TH ANNIVERSARY!!! I LOVE YOU! Be happy! Be
Healthy! I'll wait for you!
i love f(x)‼︎ i can't think of a life without f(x)! you are
my everything...♥️the time when i knew the f(x) for
the first time was 7 years ago.and finally i was able to
meet you at the docking station in japan. i'm sorry in
poor English.love you forever! from Japan!

Hi Krystal, Luna, Amber and Victoria! i miss seeing the
four of you on stage, but don't worry! we're patiently
waiting for the surprises you have in store for us. all
the love, from the ph! ❤️ —Charlyn, Philippines
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Hello! I'm a Japanese woman who

been something that I’ve loved

became a fan of f(x) in 2018, and f(x) since the beginning and the reason I
is one of the most fascinating

became a fan: the experimentation,

groups I have ever seen.Each person

the uniqueness and the variety has

looks unique and brilliant.Please

always made me want more and I

make sure to live in Japan again!I'm

will always want new music from

waiting for you. I love you. Congrat-

you guys. The literal loves of my

ulations on your 10th anniver-

lives, happy 10 years MEU will al-

from:Namie.

ways love and support. Please hold

Honestly I don’t know where to
begin, F(x) is what got me into kpop
back in 2013 and I’ve been engrossed ever since. All the members
mean so much to me and have
helped me power through my dark-

another concert so I can see y’all live
at least once in this lifetime!! Can’t
thank you guys enough for these
past 10 years, it’s been great let’s do
many more years together girls, love
Lisa from Sydney, Australia.

er periods in life and shown me how

I love you Amber! You are great, I

to empower myself. There hasn’t

love you when you dance when you

been a moment or song that I have-

rap you make me soronje and shout

n’t followed by millisecond. You

like crazy every time I see your style

truly are all something special. I will

you make me doubt my heterosexu-

always support the girls and watch

ality hahahaha, seriously I love you I

them thrive!! F(x) forever ♥ - Amy

hope all your projects always go

Turnbull, Scotland

great.

Congratulations f(x) on 10 years you

Hello, I’m Aisya from Malaysia,

complete legends. I have had the

sincerely wishing you guys happy

absolute pleasure of being a fan and 10th anniversary! Time flies, felt like
watching each of you guys grow

it was just yesterday when I start to

since 2011 when i became a fan and

love u guys up until now! Rest well,

I could not be more proud of how

comeback strong, we’ll wait for sure

far you guys have come in each of

no worries! Take your time and I’ll

your careers from solo concerts, to

be cheering on you guys forever! ♥

acting in dramas and movies and to

love you guys ♥

musicals. Thank you for giving me
so many great memories and making school bearable. Your music has

Hi babies, I’m Seren from Saudi

Arabia. I’ve been your big fan since
your debut, when i was 10 and now
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i’m 20. You guys have no idea how

adorable when you laugh. Hope you

i’m proud of you cuz you’ve been

guys be fine and save. We all love,

through lots of things ): . 10 years of

and support you. Keep going on

my life have been the most amazing

what you do and we all will be be-

years. I smiled with you, laughed

hind you 사랑해, XOXO

with you, even i cried with you. You
are the ONLY girl group i stan, literally there’s NO group can be better
than you. And you are multi talented that’s why i love you since i was
kid .. YOU ARE THE BEST . I really
hope the next years going to be

No matter what Meu will be with

F(x) , we miss you a lot!!!! For more
years together!
우리 멋진 에프엑스 10주년 축하해
요 항상 사랑하고 응원하고 있어요 .

better than before. I WILl support f

공쥬님 네가 얼마나 자랑스러운지

(4) till my last day. You should know

말한 적이 있니?ㅠ안중의 자랑입니

that all the MeU’s will support you
no matter what happen. I love you

다 빅토리아 엠버 루나 크리스탈

so much, NO .. I ADORE YOU ♥.

aka 우리 소중한 에프엑스 수고하셨

Queen of china, Song Qian, Vic

습니다 사랑해요! 我爱你! 우리 앞으

umma you are the best leader

로도 계속 함께해요

you’re so strong i love you. You’re

from: 입뽀

so kind they don’t deserve you babe. 오래된 팬입니다ㅠ얘들아 10주년 축
Our Llama Oh god .. you’re so
amazing you have great soul everybody love you. Our Lulu, Our Vita-

하해요♾년 차 가즈아! 수정이 나는
네가 가장 좋아하는 노래를 공유하

min YOU ARE SO beautiful, with a

고 있다는 사실에 너무 너무 고마웠

beautiful voice, and soul keep going

어요. 이번엔 내 차례지ㅋㅋ ~ Clas-

we all with you. My princess, my
love, my Krystal, my Soojung, well
I’m you biggest fan i know alot of

sic - 더 녹스, 제가 굉장히 좋아하는
노래예요. 꼭 받았으면 좋겠어ㅠ 사

you, you’re so precious, kind, amaz-

랑해 우리 사랑스러운 에프엑스 언

ing, you have a great soul, they

제나 너의 팬이야!!!항상즐거우세요

don’t you that’s why say bad thing

from: 입티할

about you but don’t listen to them
babe cuz we LOVE ice princess ♥

Happy 10th anniversary f(x). It has

keep smile i really luv your smile. In

been a tough roller coaster ride

case you don’t know you are so

supporting you throughout the
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years. I have never been tired nor

due to a greater sense of individual-

left you even if there were some

ity that I didn't find as easily in other

circumstances that we can't control.

groups, thus becoming an immedi-

I still wish for your comeback as an f

ate favourite from then on. Your

(4) group, I badly wanted to see you

songs (both the group ones and the

in concerts. I hope there will be a

members' solo acts/mix tapes) are

part 2 for that *fingers crossed* and

on my daily playlists, and I don't

I hope you could come to the Phil-

plan to change that so soon, as they

ippines. I love you guys forever and

brighten up every day. Also, Amber,

always. You will always be my #1

you're one of the artists I relate to

favorite kpop group of all time.

the most, not only in the K-industry,

Thank you for being part of f(x).

but in the whole world (and I listen

That is the best decision you have

to a lot of artists worldwide :P). So

ever made of in your entire life. I

thank you all for the amazing music

love you guys so much. Love, Unica

and inspiration you bring into my

from the Philippines. ❤

life! Either together as f(x) or in your

individual activities, I hope that you

Happy Anniversary to all our lovely

all are doing the things you want to

members. Thank you to each and

be doing and having the time of

everyone of f(x) members for bring-

your lives! Best wishes from Portu-

ing us light into our lives. Knowing f

gal, Vânia

(x) from the start had been such a
great source of happiness in my life.

Thank you for everything, F(x), and I

I love each and everyone of you and

wish you all a wonderful 10th anni-

is so thankful for f(x) existence.

versary! We love you! - TW, USA

Please always stay healthy and know

I've found comfort and strength in

that we MeU will always love and
support you girls till the end, forever.
Chrizty/Malaysia

f(x)'s music ever since I first found
them in 2011 and they have been a
big part in my journey to adulthood.

Happy 10th anniversary to my fa-

The messages of self-love, inde-

vourite function ever! I started to

pendence, adventure and personal

listen to K-Pop precisely around the

growth they always share have

time you girls made the last come-

taught me to be bolder, braver and

back, 4 Walls. f(x) caught my atten-

more confident. Their uniquely

tion with all the amazing albums,

beautiful personalities, their breath-

full of memorable songs, but also

taking performances and passion for
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their work motivate me every day to

listen to the artists. Victoria, Amber,

strive to achieve my own dreams

Luna and Krystal, together you all

and to find my own happiness. I just

carry similar qualities of compassion,

love f(x) so, so much, and I wish

freedom, acceptance, self-happiness

them all joy and success in the

and hard work but individually you

world. I want to thank them for

depict these qualities differently,

being my quiet companions and

which is incredible because the

role models when I wasn't at my

versatility of each of you inspires me

best. I also want to thank them for

to go far and beyond with the

bringing more positivity and love

things I want to do. Keep being who

into my life. They're just such won-

you are, keep doing what you love,

derful women and as a MeU, I'm

no matter what, MeU will support

incredibly happy that I get to see

you. -Nightshade (LL) From Aus-

and be a part of their stories too.

tralia ^-^

Love, Pragnyadeepta, 22 (from

Thank you for everything you’ve

India)

done for me, your music really

f(x)는 과장없이 제가 사는 이유에요! saved me I’m so happy I was able to
be a fan of such amazing people
제가 힘들때도 항상 행복과 힘을 주
and watch them grow, I love you
셔서 고마워요 그 만큼 미유들이
guys<3 -Cynthia, USA
언니들을 행복하게 할게요
10년
I love you f(x) forever! please come동안 같이 일러줘서, 아름다운 기억 back f(x) full team ♥
을 많이 주셔서 고마워요

축하 그

Thank you F(x) for everything you

리고 사랑!!!! Tomoyo Japan

have given me and other MeUs! You
have impacted our lives forever with

Dear f(x), (if you’re reading this >.<)

your music and personalities and we

It’s unfortunate I haven’t known you

will make sure to share your music

guys for very long, but through the
music, intentions and hard work that
I see from all the members of f(x), it
truly feels like I’ve known you guys
for longer. The term fan is some-

to keep your legacy alive. We love
you and wish you good luck for
your future projects <3 Mel, a MeU
from France

thing I don’t identify with frequently, f(x),10周年快乐！谢谢你们坚持了到
to me the character of the artists
现在，谢谢你们没有放弃过 MeU们
contributes to how much I want to
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最擅长的是等待,只要你们在我们就
在 Victoria宋茜,Amber刘逸云,Luna
朴善怜,Krystal郑秀晶，10年来，你
们辛苦了

4个姐姐，很荣幸也骄傲

能饭上你们，从来都没后悔过喜欢你

们 只希望你们能好好的就好 ---from JYing, Malaysia
Happy 10th anniversary! Thank you
for being with us all these years and
delivering the best discography
anyone could ask for. f(x) is unlike
any other group, f(x) is pure art and
I'm so glad to be a MeU. We will be
with you always and support you no

matter what! Lots of love, Rita from
Portugal

and I'm glad to know amazing grup
like f(x), to watch and listen to f(x)
for this 10 years. Thank you for this
beautiful journey, thank you for
letting me see how amazing you are
and thank you for making me happy.
I'm going to support you now and
forever. From Beatrix - Indonesia
Hello f(x), How are you? Hope all of
you are happy and healthy. I am
your fans from Indonesia. I want to
say, " Congratulations for your 10th
anniversary ♥". Thank you so much
for giving MeU happiness in all
these ten years. Thank you for releasing amazing album, pink tape is
still one of my most favorite kpop
album ever. Also thank you for giv-

F(x) - the group that opens my heart ing awesome performance and cool
to girl group. I know there are a lots

appearance in variety show. What-

of gg now but my love for you guys

ever happens in future I hope it'll

is incomparable! I remember crying

bring you all happiness. Good luck

bcs of being so proud for your 1st

for your future endeavor and thanks

solo concert. Then started crying

for being in my life. Be happy and

too bcs I can't and wasn't able to go

healthy. Sincerely yours, Olive

there. Up until now I'm still wishing

from Indonesia

to see you guys perform in person.
For your 10th year anniversary I
hope you guys celebrate it with
each other. I am proud to say that f
(x) is my girl group and I am a MeU.

Happy 10th Anniversary F(x)!!! I love
u guys so much .. u guys are so
amazing and gorgeous love and
hugs from Malaysia !

Until forever. ♥ Grace Mingoy,

언니들 저는 10주년이 얼마 남지 않

Philippines

은 지금 새로 입덕한 미유에요♡ 언

Happy 10th Anniversary, our be-

니들의 앞으로의 모습 더욱 기대돼

loved f(x) ♡ woah, time flies so fast

요 사랑합니다♡♡
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Hey! Krystal, Amber, Luna, Victoria.

would say that it all started for me

How are you guys? I really missed

on November 10, 2017 watching an

you guys performing together ... I

adorable and beautiful girl sing with

wish sulli did not leave the group... I

my favorite singers in a video where

miss seeing you guys in one show...

yellow predominated and highlight-

Rum Pum Pum Pum & Red light is

ed a Periwinkle purple crown that

my All-time favourite, All f(x) albums would be a before and after in my
and music videos are lit. I cannot

life. Yes, it may sound exaggerated, I

wait for you guys to comeback &

know, but that happened and after

slay. Im so proud to be the part of

seeing it, I searched Google for

MeU! Thank you for everything,

Amber Liu and literally entered a

your hard work! MeU’s are always

new universe and met these adora-

here for you guys

ble girls with beautiful voices and
overwhelming personalities who

Dearest functions f(x), Happy

quickly became my favorites, each

10years anniversary!! Still unbelievable for me that id been stanning you
as meu since the beginning, the
effort you have created, the braver
individual you had for bigger role
and not lefting us unsatisfying. No
matter how long time passing by,
we still attached and followed you
behind because we put our faith in
you. Please to bear with us together
even stronger, lets be the f(x) that
everyone wont expect of, because

one of them , Now I wish you all the

best for you, that you be happy with
what you do, that you fulfill your
dreams and goals in life with success, that nothing and nobody harm
you. Whatever path you are going
to follow are the best. we will always
support and understand you. I love
you all and you are always in my
prayers.—Yolanda Robleto from

Nicaragua

f(x) that are still legend in 2nd gen

Thank you for letting me share my

kpop. Once we love you, we never

teenage years with you guys, i loved

go back from that word. Love and

being your fan for the past 10 years

missing you all for a million thou-

and now that I’m an adult I hope to

sand of periwinkle hearts - MeU

keep being a MeU too, because

Indonesia

listening to f(x) music makes life a

Hello my dear members of f (x), i
wanted to express the love and

bit easier to keep on living - Sarah
Farabi

admiration for you that i feel. Who
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To me, f(x) is love, happiness and
bliss
I could never put into words the admiration I have for
each of you. You’ve made me smile, laugh, cry and
most importantly given me a sense of peace. It’s admirable to see you all thrive in your solo careers because each one of you have unique individuality but
together, create a perfect picture and showcase different sides and that’s the sheer beauty of f(x). I love you
all so much and thank you for being f(x)
Happy 10th year anniversary f(Victoria, Amber, Luna,
Krystal) I wish you a healthy life and thank you for
inspiring Me(us) like me. Your years of passion and
hardwork for years became fruitful and made you who
you are as an individual and as a group. You are the

best as always for me♥ - Jhoanna from Philippines
Hi! I'm Barbi from Argentina. I really love you, f(x).
You fill my days with wonderful music, I hope to have
you for 10 years more in my Life. Thank you always ♥
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Hi f(x)! I just wanted to say happy

want me to. I thank the Lord for

10th anniversary, even though you

letting me meet these 4 beautiful

may not have been active as a

strangers. I love you guys so much.

group for the end parts of it. We’re

♥ 영원히 에프엑스. f(x) = Me+U—
still incredibly proud of your individ- Xuan, Philippines
ual endeavours and hope you’ve
Sabrina M. from France This jourbeen enjoying every bit of it :) Although we wish you released more

ney with f(x) has been and is still my

music together, we understand that

happiness. I've laughed with f(x), I've

to pursue other paths at the mo-

for me. f(x) is my pride, my youth

it may be hard to do with your man- cried for f(x), I've worked hard for
agement or you guys just may wish f(x), all of it are precious memories
ment. All in all I enjoyed and still
enjoy being and f(x) fan and hope
you the best in the future forever

and hopefully for a long time, my
future ♥ We, MeUs, will continue to
be fans you can be proud of! Happy

and always, in all your projects! Love 10th anniversary, let's pour more of
our periwinkle love to this world!
from Tripti in England :D
祝我们亲爱的函数仙女们十周年快乐
우리 에프엑스 10주년 축하해! To
our lovely f(x), happy 10th year
anniversary! I can’t believe 10 years
has passed by like that. It’s been a
beautiful ride with you girls whether
it be good or bad, because it was

spent with you. No matter how sad
or tired I was, you were there to
cheer me on with your songs and
love. Thank you for holding on for
meus when it gets tough, thank you
for always reminding us that you
love us. Every day of waiting for you
wasn’t tiring because I know you
girls never gave up on us too. I

송치엔, 엠버, 선영이, 수정이...너무
수고하셨습니당~ Je vous aime ♥ Your beloved french MeU ♥
I don't know how I'm going to say
this in just a few words, but f(x) has
been with me during one of my
toughest times. I basically didn't
know who I was anymore and your
music and your words helped me a
lot. It was August 2016 when I first
heard about you thanks to the interview that Amber did with Buzzfeed
and from that moment, a whole new
world opened in front of me. I really
have to thank you girls for everything you've done for me, for intro-

wasn’t with you for all 10 years, but I ducing me to kpop, staying by my
side and making me happy. I miss
promise I will still be here til you
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you a lot, hope I'll have the chance

performances. i hope there are more

to see you someday. Always be

things to come from you four !! -aus

happy and stay healthy! From Italy

from usa

with love, -Giorgia✨

hello!! my name is nathan kana-

thank you for bringing so much joy

sawe and im from canada!! thank

to my life and for always being the

you f(x), for bringing me so much

most amazing group. thank you for

happiness over the last 10 years, i'm

always encouraging your fans to

so glad to be a meu!! i want to meet

look after ourselves and be mindful.

all of you one day!!! love you!!!

thank you for always working so

Dear my love f(x), Now it's been 5

hard, and for always staying so kind

years since I know you, for 2014 and

and humble. i love and appreciate

Red Light era made me know & fall

you girls so much <3 i wish you all

in love with you, with those unique

the best. lots of love, jade (from

concepts that you always deliver to

london, uk)

us. Honestly I'm a little sorry be-

I just want to say thank you for f(x),

cause I've only known you guys for

thank you for come to my life, thank

the past 5 years. Its a little to late,

you Victoria, Amber, Luna and

isn’t? However, even though I am a

Soojung unni for being born. Re-

newbie, I’ve loves you as much as

member you guys are loved, MeU

the others. Furthermore, I’ve tried to

always love you and support each

catch up with other by watching all

one of you. Happy 10th anniversary.

of your reality/variety shows: Hello f

From : Dessy, Indonesia

(x), f(x) Koala, Amazing f(x), go f(x),
and all of your stages. all throw-

As much as we miss f(x), We LOVE

backs but its so precious & I treas-

you with all of our hearts. We wish

ures them. That makes me fall hard-

always the best for you and hope
that you girls are happy, healthy and
living your lifes in the best way
possible. Truly love you, Edna Brasil

er for you all. I hope we’ll always be
me+u till the end. Pls be happy and
healthy, take a good care of yourself
whenever & wherever you are Hoping I could get another comeback,

hi f(x)! i love you all so much and im

cz 4walls is my very first comeback

so proud of you all! youve come so

era as a meu. Maybe a world tour

far from your debut, showing us

too someday?

brilliant stages and giving your all in

I am still here with meus patiently
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Whatever it will be,

waiting & supporting you always in

and gave art and individualism a

whichever path that you will take,

real meaning in Kpop. Everything

forever I ♥ you. Love, fxpixies5-

you do is different and everything

appledots5 (Indonesia)

you do goes trending. I just want to

From the first time I saw you, I fell in
love. Luna taught me how to be

patient and diligent, how this cute
little girl can be a warrior. Amber,
my favorite," Is to be free and happy
by accepting himself" , that's what
you made me realize, I'm really
proud of you. Krystal, I knew

say thank you for your art. For your
music, dance and videos. You make
my heart go rum pum pum pum
and my love for you is more than
just 4 walls. F(x) is forever a legend
and MeU means staying forever.
Thank you for everything girls♥ Mary Clare, Brazil

through her how a person could

Thank you for being a huge icons

have the best smile just through his

for me. And always telling others be

eyes, i feel happy whenever I saw

themselves. I wish you guys a huge

her smiling. Victoria, Mama Victoria,

success and happiness. We love you,

how to be a leader, how to be a

Luna, Victoria, Amber and Krystal.

home for the rest of the members,

Meu

our happiness, be always our power

the end”. - Melanie, USA

"I love you for 8 years alone in my
room, "my happiness, my love, my
girls ,please be stronger and
fighting, we always be here Hanoof
(meaning of my name is smiling ),From Jordan

”f(x) will always be f(x) until

I’m a new fan. It all started with
Amber then it blew up. My heart
goes to the fans that were with you
for the longest. Your songs starts
my day right every time. When I’m

sad I even dance to it. I pray for your

Happy 10th anniversary!!! It feels

success. I was never a fan of Kpop

surreal to witness and growing up

just now and am not stopping any-

with a group from the early years up time soon. - Yingness, Philippines
to the 10th year and hopefully more
more years to come! Thank you for
existing, thank you for the music,
and most importantly, thank you for
being you. f(x) is love!!! ♥ (Corrin,
Malaysia)
. A group that changed the game

Hi, this is Joanna from Brazil! I just
want to say that you guys are the
light of my life. You guys changed
my life in so many ways and made
me feel hope when i was absolutely

hopeless. I will continuously support
you guys on whatever the future
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holds. Thank you for existing and
happy anniversary! Keep spring us
with your magic! Sending all the
love. ♥
You were and are my inspiration.
You are my role model on how a

woman can be powerful and hardworking. I cherish your talent and
efforts and I'm very happy that you
made f(x) the greatest girlband in
the world. I LOVE YOU! Celeste
from Argentina
They say it isn't possible to love
people you haven't met, I guess it
wasn't true. Thanks to f(x), I haven't

met anyone of you but you have
been my source of happiness and
strength through these years. I
loved it when I smiled, laughed and
cried because of you, my girls. It's
pretty crazy to be this attached to
celebrities for this long. The members bring joy to me, the same way
your music has impacted me. Thank

you for the 10 years, f(x)! And hopefully, a lifetime with f(x)!! My sunshines, my forever treasure! ♥ Jessica Dionisio, Philippines
I really love the way you made me
happy these past few years. Despite
inactivity and neglect, I will infinitely
love you. (Larissa Martins / Brazil)
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Held between Aug and Sep 2018, the “Love is
MeU, Love is f(x)” project contained an online ad
campaign and 2 sets of messages collected from fans: stories about how they discovered f(x), and answers to 5 questions. Said answers are the basis of this part of the MeU
Love Book ♥
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1 . Which f(x) song
do you hold close to
your heart and
why?
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Airplane always cheers me up. It

pretty girl. this song really makes

makes me feel like things will be

me feel more confident about my-

okey. – Sky, Spain

self. – Synt, Indonesia

Airplane because it makes me hap-

La cha ta , because it was their de-

py – Rhf, Saudi Arabia

but music and if it weren’t for that

I would say Ending Page, it was a
song I fell in love with immediately

songg maybe I won’t know of f(x) –

Merr, Philippines

and they close their first concert

One of my favorite f(x) songs is

with that song, it’s even more beau-

‘Rum Pum Pum Pum’ : it proves that

tiful since then! – Sophia, France

f(x) is an unique group, and every-

I like Airplane, because the melody
is amazing, the member’s voices are
very beautiful and the lyrics are so

thing is in the right place : vocals,
instrumental, choreography – Ada,
Romania

deep and memorable to me – Linda

actually… i think it’s 4 walls! not only

J, Indonesia

my f(x) special one but one of my

I really love all their songs but this
particular stood up Sorry Daddy –

favourite songs beyond all! love
deserves to be mentioned as well –
Lou, Catalonia

Ekhet Joulief, Philippines
Red Light. Since it was the first song
I listened to and it means a lot to
me. Beautiful Stranger. The lyrics are
so meaningful to me. The vocals are
amazing. I love it! – Heesook, Spain
Ending Page. The last song that was
performed by f(x) at every d4 concerts. The girls were really touched
when performing this song with

Step by Me from the Chu~ single is
a song I hold very dear, it’s such a
simple and sweet little song and it’s
always able to cheer me up! – Teresa, America
Chu~ cuz it was my first f(x) song I
listened to and became a MeU
with – David, Norway
My favorite f(x) song is Paperheart.

their own periwinkle ocean. – Wahzi, The lyrics and melody says it all.
Malaysia
my favorite song is all mine, both
the lyrics and the mv are so sweet –

Mon, Italy

Whenever i hear this song, i always
remember them performing this in
their concert, it brings back memories of the girls when they first debuted and became one of the best
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girlgroup in kpop. –

“Electric shock”. It is the song that

Iselle, Philippines

made me into the Kpop world. Annabelle, Canada

My favorite f(x)’s song is 4 walls.
Cause like krystal said is the song

Paper Heart and Goodbye Summer

always feeling new for her – Tita,

because it deeply affects me and the

Indonesia

melodies are very beautiful –

personwaitingforf(x), Turkey

Dracula – Touching my heart with
their high notes and inner! – May,

My favorite f(x) song is paper heart.

Thailand

The lyrics are so sweet and cute and
just make me feel good. Also the

Rum Pum Pum Pum because that’s

girls vocals in the song are amaz-

the song that made me discover

ing. – Kaylee, USA

them, and also the only choreography I’ve managed to learn. Ever. –

All Mine, I think it’s mainly because

Héloïse, France

of the MV but there is something
about it that makes me feel happy

“Hot Summer” f(x)’s #1 song in

and warm inside. The song is also a

2011 when I first saw Krystal & dis-

BOP! – Fiona, Australia

covered f(x) & Kpop – Wayne, USA
Love is my favorite f(x) song; it never
fails to pump me up and give me
strength. For some reason I can’t
entirely explain the song really

Red Light because it was the first
song of theirs I heard and what
made me fall in love with f(x) forever. – Kayla, Scotland

touches my heart – Mimi, The Neth-

When I’m Alone… It’s just so beauti-

erlands

ful, it makes me feel like I’m dream-

Airplane // the melody and the lyrics
of the song literally makes me feel
like i am flying hundreds of feet

ing and reminds me of a wonderful
time in my life. – Chels, UK
I chose lachata ,even i love all their

above the ground. It’s a masterpiece songs ,but lachata always have great
that showcases fx’s vocals and

impact to fx debut until now – Sav,

unique sound. – Zie, Philippines

Indonesia

All Mine – I always have teary eyes

goodbye summer! the lyrics are cute

and big smile while listen to it – Pinn, and it reminds me of the end of

Thailand

summer. d.o’s voice with their voices
sounds so pretty. i really love the
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guitar in it too! – Farhanah, UK

-paper heart -4 walls -ending page.
it has a wonderful vibe. – Skaila

Sorry (Dear Daddy), Surprise Party,

Dizon, Philippines

Beautiful Stranger, Beautiful Goodbye, Gangstah Boy, Electric Shock,

It would be Ending Page. It simpy

So Into You , Airplane, Goodbye

explains how the love of f(x) keeps

Summer, Ending Page, Red Light,

everything together. I can’t really

Summer Lover, All Night, 4Walls, X,

explain because it’s just too beauti-

Diamond, All Mine ♥ – Asylla, Phil-

ful. – Faith Lanie Lumayag, Philip-

ippines

pines

All Night. This song suits my taste,

love, Because the music and lyrics

classic R&B. – Mija, Malaysia

match with my character – Nisa,
Indonesia

I always get emotional in some way
listening to Ending Page… Maybe

Electric shock, because it was the

because of this BEAUTIFUL album

first song I saw from fx – Jessica, The

and the concerts’ endings. – Marina,

Netherlands

Brazil

Red Light is always the one that

Ending page from pink tape – Amini, close to my heart because red light
Indonesia

is my era, it’s the first song that got
me in the fandom. – Hannah Heaven

I’m into Paper Heart. I love the

C. Ma, Philippines

rhythm of the song and also their
vocals are so sweet. I find solace

My favorite song is beautiful

every time I listen to it. – ClnKwon,

stranger. I would listen this song on

Philippines

repeat because it made me so happy. When I down or tired or I just

Paper Heart, So Into You, Ending

needed a little extra in the day. –

Page, Goodbye Summer, I love the

Mikaela, New Zealand

lyrics of these songs and the songs
feels like connected in my heart. –

to be honest f(x) has too many

Liza Liad, Philippines

meaningful songs but if i have to
choose one then it’ll be 4 walls, the

so into you!!! first i heard this song

song made me become a MeU –

its immediately close to my heart
after i read the translation the lyrics i

Ariel, Indonesia

was like “ah~this is right” and i love

Sorry (Dear. Daddy) Back then I was

it so much. – Natasya, Indonesia

a teenager and I was awful to my
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dad and I couldn’t tell him how

Dorothy Celly, Indonesia

Sorry am I to him So every time I

I just feel sad and happy whenever I

listen to the song I would cry so

hear Goodbye Summer. It’s bitter-

hard – Mouna, Tunisia

sweet. It’s sad but beautiful. Alt-

Ending Page, everytime I listen to

hough sad, I feel at peace. – Lei,

this song I remember how f(x) sing it Philippines

wholeheartedly. – Mika Peraz, Phil-

All Night is my favorite song as it

ippines

shows the beauty of f(x)’s vocals and

RPPP! It was the first comeback I

its a song that will never get old! –

was able to be part of and it was an

Samantha, UK

awesome time. – Demi, Australia

Electric Shock because it was the fx

welp it’s amber’s song borders, i can

song that i heard – Cansu, Turkey

relate into being pressured on a day

Shadow. Honestly I don’t but I like

to day basis, i almost cried watching

the mysteriousness and simpleness

the video and the amazing lyrics –

of it. – Paula, USA

Maria, Indonesia

“Sweet witches”,because I heard this

‘LA chA TA’ close to my heart. –

song right after meeting the person

Kiara, Hungary

who would be my best friend –

My favourite song is Ending Page.

Dainna, Chile

To me, the song is bittersweet but at
the same time, in some ways, a little
hopeful. – Diana, Singapore

Ending Page es esa canción que
estará siempre en mi corazón ya
que interpreta una relación que no

4 walls, I’m not sure why, but mostly
because it’s their last comeback
song before they’re busy with their

individual activity – Indah, Indonesia
All mine – Chuyu, China

quiere llegar a su fin, como lo que

Beautiful stranger. Because I can feel

espero con ellas– Karina Reuque,

how unique are f(x) just by the song

Chile (sent in Spanish)

title. This song make me strong to

Everytime i listen to Hot Summer it
feels so special because that’s the
song that got me into f(x) when i

endure my high school life. It feels
like a friends sing this song to me. –
Fiqah, Malaysia

was only 10 years old! It basically

Shadow and No More. Basically all

reminds me of my childhood –

songs from their album, Pink Tape.
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Because it’s so lovely and unique. –
nelumbium nelumbo, Indonesia

be on top – Fae, Philippines
I love f(x) because they are such a

“All Mine” is my favorite f(x) song

talented, unique group. Their album,

because it’s energizing. I love how

Pink Tape, was one of my favourite

the music video showed the girls

albums. – Sunsun, Australia

being happy, carefree and having

fun. – Jass, Philippines
All Night, because it’s a bop. It’s my
favorite song, and Toy, because the
meaning behind the lyrics are so
powerful, and each member really
shined down through that song. –
Emma, USA
My answer will always be Electric
Shock because that song I became
their fan and fell i love with them. –
Joanney, Philippines
I love Red Light. That song makes
me remember what the meaning
the f(x) words. F(x) means if they are
a multitalent girl. They can adaptation in every genre of music in this
world. That’s make me love ‘Red

Light’. – freak.woman, Indonesia
I love all f(x)’s songs, but I love Rum
Pum Pum Pum the most. Because
except for few musical instruments,
the girls are making music by their

Milk, the message was dark yet
simple. – Issa, Philippines
Ending Page because the lyrics (plus
the melody) touches my inner emotional self. I don’t know why but I
kind of turn emotional when i listen
to that. – Raine Rhinoa, Philippines
Ending page. A beautiful and relatable song that tugs on the heart

strings. All the members voices
blend so well together. – Ban, Canada
rppp because it was the first f(x)
song i heard. also ending page and
airplane because i can feel the emotion of the lyrics without understanding the language. – Agos/lulu,
Argentina
My fav. song is All Mine, I love the
tone, their powerful voices and the
relaxing vibe of the song – Bea
Jeryca, Philippines

own Voice. It’s Acapella. – Elise,

Not exactly close to my heart, but I

Philippines

like Shadow a lot. It’s romantic and

Ending page. We don’t know what
will be our ending page but we
promise that MeU’s love will always

all, but “Every day, I secretly chase
after your footsteps I’m always care-

ful so you won’t notice No one says
it but our date has started” always
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made me think of a stalker thing

song. Each song is an exciting and

and I find it really funny – Lisa, Italy

unique surprise, that brings you on

Paper heart, it is the song I wanted
to hear everytime I feel so exhaust-

different adventures! – Roux, Indonesia

ed and sad. This song melts my

4 walls it really mystery love the

heart and makes me want to love f

chemistry of their love – Mitali, India

(x) more. – Aega, Philippines

“Butterfly” is my favorite song be-

Ending Page. What a perfect way to

cause it reminds me of holiday,

end Pink Tape, and their first con-

summer times and great memo-

cert – Madeline, USA

ries. – Monica, Romania

Rum Pum Pum Pum. The elements

My favorite song from f(x) is Good-

of the song are amazing: rhythm,

bye Summer, because the lyrics is

melodies, vocal and dance are

simple and tragic but so beautiful –

unique. – Danar, Indonesia

Key, Indonesia

Let’s Try because the lyrics really

There’s no single one so I’m going

give me courage to go on – meuso-

to say 4: LA ChATA, Pinocchio, Paper

yuna, South Korea

Heart and All Mine. LA ChATA: I

All Mine. This song is gold and iconic. The beat, lyrics and how f(x) sung
it makes me cry so hard. – ishy,
Philippines

found my girls through this song. It
holds a special place in my heart as
it marks the point I became a MeU.
Pinocchio: First win. No other words
needed. Paper Heart: I just thought

My favorite song would have to be

it describes how they are all just

Step. The beat is just so upbeat, and

human and they want love but

when the girls perform it, they look

they’re scared to get their hearts

like they’re having genuine fun! –

broken by people they love. All

Cheska, Philippines

Mine: Although they never said this,

Rum Pum Pum Pum. I really like the
album Pink Tape and this particular
song is very catchy and represents
the uniqueness of Pink Tape and f
(x). – Angel, Philippines
It’s so hard to choose a favourite f(x)

but I just felt like this song was f(x)
describing their love for MeUs. Not
to mention it came out as a surprise.
MeUs + f(x) = Love – Ally, Malaysia
Ending Page. We can’t denied that

everything have an END. But like the
lyrics said “I hope our love remains
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on top”. I hold that words closely in

It’s “Beautiful Goodbye”. Because I

my heart. – Benedicta. Y, Indonesia

can hear the sincerely vocals of all

All mine & Goodbye Summer. The
lyrics of these songs are really
amazing – Antonette, Philippines
PAPER HEART!!! I LOVE THE MEANING OF THE SONG!!! – aviang, Philippines
paper heart will forever be in my
heart because of the meaning behind the song and most importantly

members that reach the deep
meaning of the lyrics, so it’s really
touching my heart. – Nureni Kakanegi, Indonesia

I think that is ‘Butterfly’. This song
sound so beautiful and the lyrics so
soft. – Anna, Russia
Nu ABO because it was so catchy
and unique – fxfanmeu, Canada

the vocals of the members. Its just

A song I hold closely to my heart is

so beautiful. – Zulaikah, Malaysia

Shadow. Through its music compo-

Amber’s song “Borders” comforted

me a lot when I am afraid to begin a
new uncertain decisions. “Never be

sition and lyrics, it’s inspired me to
be more creative in my writing. –
Cristal, USA

afraid… Stand up straight fight your

All mine! It was the first song they

way.” – Jinelle, Philippines

released together as a group since I

Beautiful Stranger and Ending Page

became a MeU. – Shreya, India

are my favorite songs, because they

I flew to Korea to see the musical

remind me of my first date. All the

Rebecca and as the plane took off

feelings of distant and troubled

Airplane came on my headphones.

dating were described in the

Every time I hear it I’m reminded of

songs. – Igor Costa, Brazil

my trip! – Felicia, Texas (USA)

“Love” is one of the perfect song I

My favourite f(x)’s song is When I’m

have ever heard. It contains both

Alone. I don’t know about music

sad and emotional at the same time. and i don’t understand the lyric but i
I wish I could see its music video in

just love the melody and f(x)’s sing-

the future. – Trường Lợi, Vietnam

ing voice lol – Clairin, Indonesia

Beautiful Goodbye. It’s a beautiful
song. The music, their harmony,

their voice, it’s beautiful! – Sung Ha,
Indonesia
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1 . Which f(x) song
do you hold close to
your heart and
why?

2. Which f(x) moment do
you treasure the most
and why?
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Even though i wasn’t there, i really

they put so much effort into that

appreciate their concerts. I’m so

concert despite having so much

proud of them and i’ll always be. –

other work to do. – Synt, Indonesia

Sky, Spain

their first win with 4 walls , because

4 wall first win it was so emotional –

after sulli unnie’s department from

Rhf, Saudi Arabia

the group, they still pursue their

Their concert is the thing I treasure
the most because of their smiles
while doing it and every break

career and also seeing them cry
makes me cry alsoo – Merr, Philippines

where they’d talk to fans make me

i treasure the moment of their first

want to cry, also it’s something that

win (110429). A group’s first win is

is so meaningful to the group and

always emotional, and no matter

the fans! – Sophia, France

how many wins will follow, the first

Of course what would it be for me is
that when they performed and the

has a special meaning – Ada, Romania

rain heavily flows down their skin

maybe many meus will agree with

and infact ive heard the news that 3

me and it’s 4 walls first win! their

of them hospitalized Am-

first solo concert was so touching as

ber,Krystal,Sulli at their young age

well – Lou, Catalonia

they developed the word professionalism thats my treasured moment and of course the first ever
concert of f(x) – Ekhet Joulief, Philippines
4walls first win on MCountdown.
The day that we showed them that
we are always here to support them
after all the hardship they’ve been
through and appreciate their hardwork. – Wahzi, Malaysia
Seeing them so happy to have their
first solo concerts – Mon, Italy
their encore concert in japan! i think

I think I most vividly remember their
first win with 4 Walls, it was definitely melancholy but it was such a
powerful moment for both f(x) and

meU – Teresa, America
4 walls win the members were not
expecting it cuz of line-up changes I
still cry while watching it – David,
Norway
Their exchange of letters segment in
Go f(x), because it made me realize
how close their bond is and that f(x)
will forever be together not just as a
band but also as a family. –
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Iselle, Philippines
when their all held the concert for
the first time cause their 1st concert
is when their all 6 years of debut. –
Tita, Indonesia
4 Walls 1st win, after facing the hard
time they proof that they still have
what they deserved! – May, Thailand

“ 4 Walls Win on M Countdown”
because they were all crying, but
they were crying not only for what
they earned but for what they had
lived – personwaitingforf(x), Turkey
F(x) celebrating Victoria’s birthday

during the encore of their 4 Dimension Docking Station concert. The
whole moment was cute and touch-

At their Dimension 4 concert, when

ing. The concert was also amazing! –

they went into the crowd with the

Fiona, Australia

pretty merch tee-shirts (that I still
want to buy to this day) and interacted with fans.– Héloïse, France
f(x)’s First Solo Concert – Wayne,

USA
When MeU prepared an event for f
(x) during Airplane (Dimension 4) ..
to see the love & emotions, how
much the fans and the members
treasure each other and treasure f(x)
…. really beautiful – Mimi, The Netherlands

4 walls 1st win. It meant so much to
f(x) and MeUs. – Kayla, Scotland
Pinocchio First Win! You can tell
how much the girls earned it. –
Chels, UK
I like fx show in dream concert 2011
they are superstars that time ,and
they’re looked very young and energetic – Sav, Indonesia
their first ever win – Farhanah, UK
Sept. 5, 2009 – F(x) debut ♥ April 29,

La Cha Ta in the rain! One of f(x)’s

2011 (1st Win) so happy i literally

most iconic stages. It really shows

cried that time while watching live in

their passion and innocence. every-

my laptop ♥ Nov. 5, 2015 (1st f(4)

one is enjoying the stage. –

win) so happy and sad the same

Zie, Philippines

time for what they’ve been through.

First win they received with 4walls –
Pinn, Thailand
Their first concert. Even if i wasn’t
there, I was happy they had their
own concert. – Annabelle, Canada

Just watching the video again is
making me sad but happy. Also, I
treasure every Kryber moments. lol –
Asylla, Philippines

4 walls’ first win. I think they deserved to know that they deserve to
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win and people love them so much.

4 Walls. It might be so different

I wanna hug them TT – Mija, Malay-

(after having lost 1) but I can really

sia

see all the hardwork and pain of our

Maybe the concerts…? Although I
didn’t attend, I really like that the
girls had the chance to have that

experience with MeUs. They felt our
love. – Marina, Brazil
I love them backstage after music

girls, and for me it so, worthwhile
and special. – Faith Lanie Lumayag,
Philippines

Their debut stage – Nisa, Indonesia
I don’t really have that, bc I treasure
all moments. – Jessica, The Nether-

shows chanting f(x) – Amini, Indone- lands
sia

The moment that they’re still com-

During their first concert. The happi- plete – Hannah Heaven C. Ma, Philness were visible in their eyes as
they sing their songs and it made us
(the fans) proud and happy. –
ClnKwon, Philippines

ippines
Their first ever concert. I didn’t get

to go but I hung onto clips and bad
audio version of it because I was so

I don’t have something in particular

excited for them to have this mo-

but I treasure the moments when

ment. And as a fan I really wanted to

they are still five and not that busy

be part of this moment where they

on individual activities. Because I

were together again. – Mikaela, New

love seeing them happy together. –

Zealand

Liza Liad, Philippines
DOCKING STATION!!! THEIR 1ST

the first concert, i just love it so
much it feels so f(x), every moment

CONCERT! after few years since their in the docking station are so amazdebut they finally had their 1st con-

ing, i even bought the dvd, one of

cert and revealed our fandom also

the most amazing concert, they

their 1st win after sulli left TT – Na-

should do another ,f(x) deserves

tasya, Indonesia

more than one concert ._. – Ariel,

when they won the 4 walls. they

Indonesia

cried and I cried too. and that is the

Their first win with 4walls, it wasn’t

most memorable moment. – Skaila

their first win ever but it was their

Dizon, Philippines

first after a long hard time and after

1st win for Pinocchio and 1st win for

Sulli’s departure. – Mouna, Tunisia
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During “Danger” 1st win. That was
the moment I treasure the most
because the girls deserve it – Yul,
Brunei
Their bondings while having their
trip in other countries and when

they achieve that makes them cry
because of joy. – Mika Peraz, Philippines
Their first 4 Walls win. Even though
Sulli was no longer with them, it was
still a beautiful moment between f
(x) and us fans. – Demi, Australia
them performing la cha ta in the
rain was ICONIC, no one can relate,
no other group can outdo them –
Maria, Indonesia

All the moments ! – Cansu, Turkey
when they had their first solo concert, since they really deserved it for
all their work and talent – Dainna,
Chile
When they perform la cha ta in
heavy rain + shaky stage + live
singing + they’re keep smiling. Fact,
they just debuted about 2 months –
Indah, Indonesia
The time where they put memories
into the time capsule on Hello f(x). –
Chuyu, China
Amazing f(x) Where they gathered

together and wrote something for
the members. The letter was so
meaningful and it was f(5) last mo-

f(x) televison shows. – Kiara, Hunga-

ment. After that when they were

ry

doing their group chant after put-

La época de Red Light y 4Walls
porque demostraron lo poderosas y

ting the capsule. – Fiqah, Malaysia
I think about many f(x) moments a

buenas que son, y lo unidas que son, lot, especially when they’re in Amaztodo mi amor a ellas – Karina

ing f(x). – nelumbium nelumbo,

Reuque, Chile

Indonesia

When f(x) finally got their solo con-

Docking Station is a dream come

cert. They (and us MeUs) waited for

true both for f(VALK) and MeUs.

about 7 years and we finally got

They killed all the performances;

it :”) – Dorothy Celly, Indonesia

truly deserved the stage. To more

The day our name “MeU” was announced really made me feel at one

concerts in the future – Jass, Philippines

with f(x) as we finally had a name

Their first win, because they de-

our girls could proudly call us by –

served it since the beginning of their

Samantha, UK

career, and their debut because it
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left such an impact on my life. –

went to New Zealand and buried a

Emma, USA

time capsule. It was such an awe-

During Amazing f(x) when they went
in New Zealand. I was so happy
when I watched it because we can
see that they enjoyed their geta-

way. – Joanney, Philippines
Music Bank when they sing ‘4 Walls’
I’m so touching when its that. I’m so
proud with our Me U. Even f(x) already hiatus for a long time, but
when they comeback as 4 members
and have an individual activities in
their own life. But, our Me U so
excited for see them to comeback

some moment for all of them, remembering the past and taling
about what they want for their future especially about how their
friendship will go. – Raine Rhinoa,
Philippines
First win for 4 walls. The members
were very emotional. They worked
hard for this album & came back
one member short, but had all the
love & support from fans. – Ban,
Canada
4 walls’ first win, because you can

again. And the proof is 4 Walls win it. clearly see how much it meant to
F(x) members also cry when the

them, just like every dimension 4

news announce.. – freak.woman,

show. – Agos/lulu, Argentina

Indonesia

It is the variety show Amazing f(x) in

Their performance with “la cha ta”.

New Zealand I am able to see the

Even if the rain is heavy and the

real f(x) – on and off cam. – Bea

stage is shaky, they enjoyed their

Jeryca, Philippines

performance. You can clearly see
their bright smiles while performing. – Elise, Philippines
Amazing f(x) time capsule. I hope
they’ll comeback together to open
it. – Fae, Philippines

4Walls first win at M Countdown, it

was so emotional and I was so happy for them *busting open a bottle
of prosecco* – Lisa, Italy
I treasure this episode of amazing f
(x), when they bury a time capsule. It

their first music win, their reality tv

makes me think they will spend their

shows such as hello f(x) – Sunsun,

lives. – Aega, Philippines

Australia
AMAZING F(X) !! – Issa, Philippines
I treasure the moment when they

The Docking Station concert. All
their hard work for SIX YEARS finally
paid off – Madeline, USA
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Their 4 Walls 1st Win. The girls have

Cliché but who cares. Pinocchio, first

been through a lot. I know they felt

win. The look on their faces when

so relieved as they cried together. –

they found out they won. I felt so

Danar, Indonesia

proud of them. I thought “all those

Victoria’s birthday party at Dimension4DockingStation (2016/01/31) –

meusoyuna, South Korea
It was luna’ss musical victoria from
china went to Korea for their anniversary. – ishy, Philippines
Their music show wins during Rum
Pum Pum Pum era. They really enjoyed that a lot while celebrating
with EXO onstage multiple times! –
Angel, Philippines
Their first win for 4 walls. Sulli leaving clearly took a toll on each of the

hard work paid off, angels. You
deserve it and so much more” – Ally,
Malaysia
D4DS Concert. It’s a dimension
where there are only f(x) and Me
(You). – Benedicta. Y, Indonesia
Their 1st music show win & 4wall’s
1st win. Their crying moments made
me go in tears as well – Antonette,
Philippines
In their all mine mv!!! They really
look so happy in that mv – aviang,
Philippines

members, but they worked hard and their 1st ever concert even if I didn’t
their bond only strengthened
more. – Roux, Indonesia

get to go – Zulaikah, Malaysia
When they won the award for 4

Show:f(x) koala. When Victoria be-

Walls and all the repercussion that

came Santa Claus and come to give

the song had, because it was signifi-

our members surprised that was the

cant because of the moment they

best moment for me – Mitali, India

passed. – Igor Costa, Brazil

It was Electric Shock era and at

For me, all the moments with them

those moments I had the KBS Chan-

are so beautiful. – Sung Ha, Indone-

nel on TV. I had a fangirling time

sia

everytime when I saw them singing
and dancing. – Monica, Romania

The first win of “4 Walls”. Because
they are sheed a tears of joy and a

Their concert of course, because

relief feeling that they have work

everytime i remember they finally

hard and done it very well with

have concert i feel like i wanna cry

MeUs. – Nureni Kakanegi, Indonesia

at that moment – Key, Indonesia
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First win with ‘4 walls’, because this
moment was very emotional. I cried
with girls. – Anna, Russia
When f(x) won 4 Walls music show
award. It was touching to see all the
members together on stage sup-

porting each other – fxfanmeu,
Canada
I really treasure 4 Walls 1st win.
Seeing the girls’ tears spill on stage
made my heart ache. I hope they
know they deserve the absolute best
and that MeUs will always be there
for them – Cristal, USA
4 walls first win. It’s a speacial moment for the entire fandom and the
girls and we all know why it’s so
important. I’m so proud of them. –
Shreya, India
The beginning of the Dimension 4
concert that intro and the anticipation of them going on stage for
their first concert it was so amazing-

ly Awesome! – Felicia, Texas (USA)
Amazing f(x) letters reading, they
were sharing their real feelings
toward one another – Clairin, Indonesia
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3. How
you f(x)
viewsong
1 . do
Which
f(x)’s
friendship?
do you
hold close to
your heart and
why?
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I think it’s beautiful and so respect-

bers may be, there’s always that

ful. I’m really happy they have

feeling of sisterhood between them,

eachother – Sky, Spain

and that connection is able to bring

Like a family – Rhf, Saudi Arabia
Unbreakable, I truly believe them
when they say they’ll perform until
they are grannys – Sophia, France
Their relationship is like family.
Indeed they never show to us, but
we believe they often relate to each

warmth and happiness to meU –
Teresa, America
Unbreakeable, they still show how

much they care about each other &
MeU’s wherever they are – David,
Norway
FAMILY. – Iselle, Philippines

other. Friendship not always have to

Its so unique…. their come with

be shown to everyone – Linda J,

different culture too – Tita, Indone-

Indonesia

sia

They have such a great bond. They

SISTER FOREVER! – May, Thailand

are all like sisters. I love and appreciate their friendship so much. –
Heesook, Spain

Despite the distance and the various
turns their individual careers took,
they still support and care for each

They are sisters. They are family. –

other deeply, in 3*4 (that’s 12 lol)

Wahzi, Malaysia

different, unique and sincere ways. –

like sisters – Mon, Italy
their bond is precious – Merr, Philippines
I think that f(x)’s bond/friendship is
one of the strongest ever in K-pop.

Héloïse, France
very close and loving support for
each other – Wayne, USA
PURE LOVE FX – Mimi, The Netherlands

Their interactions and support for

f(x) bond is f(amily). They may not

each other are amazing. – Ada,

always interact publicly, but there

Romania

genuine love and care for each

as amber said, more than friendship
f(x) is like sisterhood – Lou, Catalonia
No matter how far apart the mem-

other can be seen through their
support. – Zie, Philippines
F(x) always assures us that they

won’t never ever be apart, it’s already obvious – Pinn, Thailand
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I see them as sisters. They are pro-

Philippines

tective of each others. – Anna-

True friends? And like a sibling. Look

belle, Canada

how soojung love to tease amber

excellent. I know they will always

>< I really hope their friendship will

support each other no matter what.

last forever and be happy – Mija,

I really love them and the relation-

Malaysia

ships between them –

I believe they are close enough to

personwaitingforf(x), Turkey

want to spend a long time togeth-

“F(x) will be together even when we

er… Not necessarily being always

are grannies” – Luna They are a

together, but being there for each

family that support each other even

other. – Marina, Brazil

when they are apart. Just four sisters

They are all so sincere and never

that love each other. – Fiona, Aus-

stop calling themselves family –

tralia

Amini, Indonesia

It’s the best. I feel like they really
love and care for each other. – Kayla,
Scotland

Their friendship is the one thing I
want to have. They are very supportive towards each other and they

They treasure each other so much.

express their love by their actions,

Even though they are so distantly

not just by words. – ClnKwon, Philip-

apart, they take the time to talk

pines

every day and it shows how close
their bond is. – Chels, UK

I see them like family. Vic is the
mom, Amber and Luna are the

They are beyond friendship, they are sweet and caring sisters, then Sulli
family – Sav, Indonesia
they’re a family who will always be

and Krystal are the pretty babies. –
Liza Liad, Philippines

together no matter what –

that so incredible they never shows

Farhanah, UK

their closeness to everyone but

REALest among Kpop. I feel and I
know that f(5) is still communicating
in private. Even though they’re not
promoting as a group, each of them

everytime the members said about
each other i know their bond and
friendship are really strong. – Natasya, Indonesia

are still supporting each other.

they are like a family. – Skaila Dizon,

Meeting in private and etc – Asylla,

Philippines
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SUPER STRONG! – Faith Lanie Luma- I think their bond and friendship is
yag, Philippines
Like real family. Victoria as mother,
amber as big brother, luna as big
sister, and krystal as their baby –
Nisa, Indonesia
They seem Best friends to me, a
really close bond. – Jessica, The
Netherlands

just beautiful. You can just tell they
are a group of people who have
been through a lot together and
care deeply for one another. – Demi,
Australia

i like to believe that they have an
open bond, they are all so accepting
and understanding, they all support
each other, they have been through

One that is with trust and under-

hard times and they overcame that. I

standing. With great love and great

have mad respect for them – Maria,

care. Even if the group disbanded I

Indonesia

feel like they will be friends forever. – Mikaela, New Zealand

f(x) has the most genuine and realest bond, just like amber said its
not just about the music but the
sisterhood they share, i know we
rarely see them together now but

Sisters – Kiara, Hungary
Pese a que ellas no se ven, se observa la unión que tienen, no olvidemos cuando Amber no estaba en la
empresa y ellas la apoyaron – Karina
Reuque, Chile (sent in Spanish)

we still can feel their bond, they are

f(x)’s sisterhood is very strong. It’s

a true family, despite not being

really heart warming everytime i see

treated right, they are still together

them supporting one another even

*im crying* – Ariel, Indonesia

if they are far away! – Dorothy Celly,

As Amber said f(x) is a Family they

Indonesia

may don’t see each other often but

f(x)’s bond reminds me of titainium.

they will always be there for each

strong and unbreakable – Samantha,

other. that’s what family is – Mouna,

UK

Tunisia

Amazing, they are like a family ! All

I saw their friendship as a strong

of them are so different. Thats what

one though they are apart today

fx makes unique and special for

their hearts will stay connected to

me – Cansu, Turkey

each other everyday. – Mika Peraz,
Philippines

I like that they try to keep it real
despite what they’ve gone through
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and try to hold onto it. – Paula, USA
I feel that it isn’t a screen friendship
like it happens in most of the “girl
groups”, I feel that they really came
to a sincere connection – Dainna,
Chile

friendship. They always taking care
each other and support each other.
Example, when Luna’s grandmother
has passed away just in a few days
ago. Krystal and amber had to reschedule their activities and goes to
Luna’s hometown to see Luna and

Their bond is amazing! When every-

help her about it. I’m also cry when I

one accusing they’re not close to

hear if Luna’s grandmother got

each other, they prove them wrong

passed away. Condolences Luna

by showing their strong bond –

Eunnie. I’m so grateful that you have

Indah, Indonesia

the best members and sister in this

Comrade in arms, they don’t men-

world. – freak.woman, Indonesia

tion each other often but they know

Their bond is really strong. I love it

they are there. – Chuyu, China

when they tease, laugh, bully &

Family of course. I love how the
members calling victoria as ‘umma’.
It suits them really well. – Fiqah,
Malaysia
I think their friendship is really pure

protect each other. Even they’re not
blood related, you can see their
bond and love as family. – Elise,
Philippines
Family – Fae, Philippines

and sweet. They really care and love

I think they have an amazing bond

each other. – nelumbium nelumbo,

and that the girls are tight. they’re

Indonesia

bond with each other is genuine. –

f(x) is family Even if they are walking

Sunsun, Australia

on their own paths right now, family

Sisterly like SHINee. You can see

will always support each other and

how they treasure and love each

reunite at the end of the day. – Jass,

other. – Issa, Philippines

Philippines
f(x) is a family. They love and care
about each other so much and I’ve
never seen a love like theirs for each
other. – Emma, USA
Ohh gooodd… I’m so love with they

Undeniably genuine and beautiful. –
Raine Rhinoa, Philippines
Very familial like. No matter how far
apart they are, even if not promoting, they are a family that loves one
another through the good and
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bad. – Ban, Canada

kids. – Monica, Romania

their sisterhood it’s unbreakable. it’s

I see f(x) bond is strong because

been a while since the four of them

eventho they not together they still

were together, but they’ve proved

contact and support each other –

that they’re always there for each

Key, Indonesia

other and that’s what really mat-

An unbreakable sisterhood. The

ters. – Agos/lulu, Argentina

bond they’ve created from growing

They’re the best!! 10/10 – Bea Jeryca, up together from being teenage
Philippines

schoolgirls to full-grown beautiful
ladies can only be described as a

Even someone left, they are strong-

family bond. Imagine Victoria, who

er and doesn’t forget to take care of

basically raised the girls like a moth-

each other. I think sending vm is

er, and now they’re all sisters by

really a must for them. – Aega, Phil-

heart. Them being there for each

ippines

other whenever one of them is in

A family. f(x) is family no doubt. –

need just proves how great of

ishy, Philippines

friendship they have. – Ally, Malaysia

f(x) may have individual activities

Like an Oxygen. We can’t see it, but

but they always try their best to stay

it’s always there and it’s strong

together as a group, even if they are

enough to keeping us alive. – Bene-

in different places. – Angel, Philip-

dicta. Y, Indonesia

pines

It’s like an infinity sign. It will never

They are sisters who care and sup-

end. – Antonette, Philippines

port one another despite being busy
with individual work and that is so

FOR KEEPS!!! – aviang, Philippines

rare and beautiful. I hope to one day I’m always jealous of their friendship.
make friends as awesome as that –

Even through so many struggles

Roux, Indonesia

they are so close together like a real

I really love their bond how they
support each is fantastic – Mitali,
India
It’s like a family: Vic is mom, Amber
is dad and Krystal, Luna and Sulli are

family. its adorable. – Zulaikah,
Malaysia
It is like someone with a long distance relationship. Though they

might not contact each other always,
or meet always, the bond and trust
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never gets old. – Jinelle, Philippines

Their commitment to F(x) and the
Meus is the best! – Felicia, Texas

As true sisters, even from afar, they

(USA)

don’t lose the bond that unites
them. – Igor Costa, Brazil

f(x)’s bond is like sisters, they relies
on one another, play with one an-

f(x)’s friendship is truth. They always

other, teases one another, share

take care each other – Trường Lợi,

experiences together and there

Vietnam

should be more things that we

I love f(x) bond the most. – Sung Ha, might not know in their private life –
Indonesia

Clairin, Indonesia

Like a unique sisterhood, because
each of them have a stand out characters of a mom, a brother, a pet,
and a baby. – Nureni Kakanegi,
Indonesia
I think that f(x)`s friendship more
like sisterhood. They are so love and
support each other like a real family. – Anna, Russia
Strong and forever! – fxfanmeu,
Canada
The relationship between the members is one the most special I’ve ever
seen. Their sisterhood is unbreakable. – Cristal, USA
They’re sisters. And their bond as a
group is real. It isn’t public but we
know that they’re they for each
other and love and support each
other – Shreya, India
I Love their friendship with each

other and how they support each
other even when they are apart.
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1 . Which f(x) song
do you hold close to
your heart and
why?
4. What is your favorite
f(x) show and
why?
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Fx=1cm because it was with MeUs –

F(x)=1CM Cuz of their interaction

Rhf, Saudi Arabia

with their fans – David, Norway

ALL OF THEM, Hello f(x) was so

Go f(x)! Because we got to see their

unique and their stay in Africa heart- trueselves and its so fun seeing
ening, f(x) Koala i was happy to see

them living together in a house. –

them travel, Amazing f(x) hold

Iselle, Philippines

something special because of the
time capsule and f(x)=10 cm it was
beyond funny and it brought them
closer to fans – Sophia, France
I really like fx=1cm because they

Amazing f(x). I can see their personality – Tita, Indonesia
f(x)=1cm , happy to watch them
together as the 4! – May, Thailand

meet their fans – Mon, Italy

Amazing f(x) – Wayne, USA

f(x)=1 cm. because they seemed to

Amazing f(x) ! It was the first show I

really care and love their fans! – Synt, watched as a MeU so it has a special
Indonesia
i forgot the name , but i love their

place in my heart – Mimi, The Netherlands

reality show where they do the

Amazing f(x) // I will forever hold

things in their bucket list and I hope

OT5 dear to my heart and the series

they didn’t forget their time cap-

of their adventure in New Zealand

sule. – Merr, Philippines

plus their time capsule shows the

My favorite f(x) show is Amazing f(x)

real bond of f(x)– Zie, Philippines

because it was so fun to watch. Also, F(x)=1cm – I still cry watching it –
rewatching it brings back so many
good memories. – Ada, Romania

Pinn, Thailand
Amazing F(x). It was the first show of

f(x)=1cm was the first show i saw

a kpop group I listened completely

from them, the one that made me

and I was happy to see the girls as

fell in love with them i also love

they are on TV. – Annabelle, Canada

hello f(x) so much! – Lou, Catalonia

“F (x) koala and f (x) = 1 cm” be-

Hello f(x) is my favorite f(x) reality

cause they were all happy together

show because it was the first real

there – personwaitingforf(x), Turkey

exposure I had to f(x) as people and

helped me develop a bond with
each member! – Teresa, America

F(x) 1cm was very cute and I love
how they got to surprise and inter-
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act with fans. They seemed to have

Mine is amazing f(x) all of them is

fun and enjoy it as well which is

there, and the capsule thingy i hope

great! – Fiona, Australia

they went back – Amini, Indonesia

Amazing f(x)! I’ve watched it over

Amazing f(x), because I got to know

and over again, their personalities

and love them more because of that

really shine in that show. – Chels, UK show. – Liza Liad, Philippines
I really like fx reality show called fx=

amazing f(x) TT f(x) still 5 and it’s

1cm, it was so precious to see them

really shows how they are love each

together in one reality show – Sav,

other i don’t know i just love amaz-

Indonesia

ing f(x) and i still rewatching it –
Natasya, Indonesia

f(x)=1cm because they got closer to

meus through this and we didn’t see Amazing f(x). they are such a dork I
them for a long time so it was nice –

love their humor – Skaila Dizon,

Farhanah, UK

Philippines

Amazing F(x). It feels good seeing

f(x) = 1cm Just like what the Chinese

them doing their bucket lists. And i

foreign student said, we may be

am still hoping that they will come

millions of miles apart, f(x) is so

back in NZ as f(5), open the time

much less than 1cm apart to my

capsule that they buried (if it’s still

heart. – Faith Lanie Lumayag, Philip-

there lol), read the letters of Sulli

pines

and Krystal while drinking the wine

f(x) 1 cm, Because I love the way

of Luna. 2023, let’s hope and wish

they treat their fans like family –

for it to happen ♥ – Asylla, Philip-

Nisa, Indonesia

pines

amazing f(x), i love seeing them

Amazing f(x) hahaha because it was

being goofy they were so cute while

funny. I love their characters so

they were on vacation also too

much. Thanks to the show they got

many iconic moments – Ariel, Indo-

to experience they things that they

nesia

wish to do – Mija, Malaysia
Amazing f(x) was really fun! The best
thing is that we can see them interacting with each other and in different places too. – Marina, Brazil

Amazing f(x) because we saw another new side of f(x) and what they
wanted to try in their lives and their

friendship. – Mouna, Tunisia
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“Hello f(x)” is my favorite show be-

fx” because you can see the life of

cause that is the first time they

the members outside the stage and

traveled and they are complete that

how they relate to each other, apart

time. – Mika Peraz, Philippines

from being very funny – Dainna,
Chile

I love Hello f(x)! It was so much fun
to see them check of items on their

f(x)=1cm because they interact with

bucket list and as a group. A lot of

fans more and enjoy their quality

beautiful moments. – Demi, Austral-

time together – Indah, Indonesia

ia

Hello f(x) and F(x) 1cm b/c they were

hello f(x), i feel like they are a real

so relax and comfortable on Hello f

person and are relateable plus

(x) and just so envious of the people

they’re quirky and funny to watch –

that were 1cm close to fx – Chuyu,

Maria, Indonesia

China

Amazing f(x) – Kiara, Hungary

Amazing F(x), Their last moment as f
(5) – Fiqah, Malaysia

Amazing F(x) porque se vieron tan
naturales aún teniendi cámaras

Amazing f(x). Because i can see

sobre ellas. – Karina Reuque, Chile

many of their beautiful friendship

(sent in Spanish)

and treasure-like moments of
them. – nelumbium nelumbo, Indo-

f(x) koala & Amazing f(x). Both of
those shows are so fun to watch and

nesia

Amazing f(x) is so cool because the

My favorite show is “Amazing f(x)”

members get to do the things that

because I love seeing f(x) conquer-

are on their bucket list~ – Dorothy

ing their fears, having fun and

Celly, Indonesia

scratching out items in their bucket
list. – Jass, Philippines

amazing f(x)! seeing them have fun
in new zealand was so lovely and

Amazing f(x) – Joanney, Philippines

when they exchanged letters it highlighted once again how beautiful
their friendship is. – Samantha, UK

Amazing f(x) is such a wonderful
show about them. Coz that show
told me about their habit for they in

All of them but the last one was the

everyday. Thank you for the show f

best – Cansu, Turkey

(x). I’m so love them – freak.woman,

My favorite show of fx is “amazing

Indonesia
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F(x) Koala. Because it shows the
hardwork and determination of the
girls on promoting f(x) and Korea in
different countries even kpop is’nt
that popular in other countries that
time. – Elise, Philippines

f(x)’s 1cm. It always remind me that
they are 1cm close to our hearts –
Fae, Philippines
my favourite hello f(x) because it
was their first show together. their
bond made me very emotional. –
Sunsun, Australia
AMAZING F(X), it was just a bunch o
teenagers enjoying life outside their
comfort zones – Issa, Philippines

ALL! – Bea Jeryca, Philippines
f(x)=1cm. Sometimes I have the
impression idols have to act a lot
when they are in shows, but in this
one people were so surprised that I
felt it was kind of real – Lisa, Italy
I love amazing f(x), they show want
they really want in their lives and
also not forgetting the fans while
doing it. – Aega, Philippines
Amazing f(x). – ishy, Philippines
My favorite show would have to be
Amazing F(x)! It really showed their
different personalities and their

bond. They tried out so much things
that they always wanted to do in

Amazing f(x), that was the last OT5

their lives and it warms my heart to

reality show and their talks about

see them so happy together. I’m still

their friendship (especially how

waiting for them to open up the

thankful they are for each other)

time capsule! – Cheska, Philippines

and their future is something I cherish. The time capsule is also a reason for it being my fave. – Raine

Rhinoa, Philippines
Amazing f(x). Great fun to see all 5
members go on vacation and experience new things. It was like watching a family vacation that fans kind
of felt a part of. – Ban, Canada
i think the docking station show
from the dvd it’s really special, just
like vic’s birthday one. – Agos/lulu,
Argentina

Amazing f(x). You could see how
they all bond with one another and
the quirks of each member. – Angel,
Philippines
Amazing f(x). They are so dorky,
funny and real. They are so relatable
and not afraid to be themselves,
which is an incredible thing! – Roux,
Indonesia
“Amazing f(x)” because this show
presented the moments when they

were together. – Monica, Romania
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Amazing f(x)!!!! Because the show

etnam. – Trường Lợi, Vietnam

itself is fun and i can see different
side of them – Key, Indonesia
Amazing f(x). It showed f(x) in their
natural habitat. They genuinely had
fun together, trying out new things

and discovering their own strengths.
It was a joy seeing the people you
love being happy. They also buried

Amazing f(x). They are so cute in
there – Sung Ha, Indonesia
Amazing f(x). Because it shows their
healing time but at the same time to
fulfill their ‘amazing’ bucket lists
which is rarely variety show of idols
do. – Nureni Kakanegi, Indonesia

a time capsule. When they get back

f(x) koala. Because it`s very interest-

together to open it, I believe it’s

ing show. When you watch this,

going to be one of the happiest

your mood is rising. – Anna, Russia

days for MeUs and especially the
girls. – Ally, Malaysia
Amazing f(x). They’re happy. 5 of

them. I couldn’t ask for more. –
Benedicta. Y, Indonesia
Hello f(x) – Antonette, Philippines
amazing f(x) because you really get
to see their true personalities and

I like it when they go on Variety
shows together and Hello f(x) –
fxfanmeu, Canada
One of my favorite f(x) shows is their
performance at kconLA 2013. It was
my first time ever seeing them live
so it’s an unforgettable experience. – Cristal, USA

their true crazy self which is always

Amazing f(x)! Because that’s how I

fun to watch haha. – Zulaikah, Ma-

got to know about them and their

laysia

personalities and that’s how I fell in

It is difficult to choose one, because

love with them. – Shreya, India

all were significant. I think their first

Amazing f(x) is my most favourite f

tour was more remarkable because

(x) show because they’re experienc-

it was very amazing. – Igor Cos-

ing a lot of new things together and

ta, Brazil

spending more time together. –

My favorite f(x) show is “f(x) Koala”. I

Clairin, Indonesia

don’t know why but I have close
sensor and feel happy when I watch
this show. Especially, they have
come to our beautiful country, Vi-
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1 . Which
f(x) song
5. How did
you react
you
hold close to
to the do
MeU
fanclub
your heart and
name reveal?
why?
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SO HAPPY – Rhf, Saudi Arabia

my tears. – Iselle, Philippines

I wasn’t stanning them yet so I did-

Im so happy. Cause we’re waiting it

n’t really had any reactions, still the

for 6 years. – Tita, Indonesia

name is cute and is unique like f(x) –

“Wait…what…for real? r u serious?

Sophia, France

hey! I think it’s gonna be KLAV or

Im hearing it thru audio coz im

VALKyrie!” << My reaction hahaha –

international fan despite im hearing

May, Thailand

their concert like that i still push

I thought it was clever and cute. It

through happy with the word yes

also kinda sounds like a cat meow-

finally – Ekhet Joulief, Philippines

ing oddly, which fits f(x) rather well.

One of the happiest day in my life. I

I’d have preferred to call myself a

was there at the concert and cried

Mysteric though. – Héloïse, France

with tears of joy. That we finally

kind of late in their career but they

have a fanclub name after 7 years. –

are truly the most unique and great-

Wahzi, Malaysia

est Kpop group ever created and if

tbh…. i think it’s really cute and

you love Kpop you are a loving f(x)

lovely! – Synt, Indonesia

fan – Wayne, USA

MeU stands for f(x)’s and the fans’

YES ! Should have been done way

love for each other, but at first I had

earlier but I was honestly just so

mixed-feelings about the name

proud and happy ! We no longer

because i was expecting something

had to go by our own made-up

else. – Ada, Romania

fanbase names (although those
were also pretty nice haha) –

one of my favourite fanclub names!

Mimi, The Netherlands

suuuper cute, just as our beautiful
girls – Lou, Catalonia

Honestly I was not yet a fan of kpop

I remember really liking aff(x)tion, so
at first I was kinda bummed, but it
almost instantly grew on me after
the initial bummed-ness – Teresa,
America
I Cried – David, Norway

when they revealed MeU but I heard
about it and thought that it’s a
fitting fanclub name for a group
that is named after math stuff –
Zie, Philippines
The members seemed happy with it,

so did I. – Pinn, Thailand

I was so happy that i cant contain
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I was so happy! I was also proud

Malaysia

because we had our fanclub name! –
Annabelle, Canada

I really liked the name because I
think it’s very unique! And we can

ahaha definitely “finally” I reacted

relate to Me + U song too, I always

and I was very happy. We had a

think if it wasn’t a coincidence… –

name now! – personwaitingforf(x),

Marina, Brazil

Turkey

The first time i know fx i thought our

I was so happy! Legit the words that

name was affxtion lol then im mad

came out of my mouth that day was

cos sm didnt bother giving us offcial

“Yes finally f(x) got a fanclub name

fandom but im so happy the girls

after years!”. They deserved this

took their time to pick a name for

long before. – Fiona, Australia

us – Amini, Indonesia

I loved it. MeU is so unique just like

I was so elated that time. I am so

f(x). – Kayla, Scotland

proud of my girls and I am also

I cried with happiness… I was so
overwhelmed and happy that we
finally a name to call ourselves officially. – Chels, UK
The first thought i was like
Meu ..meujigeu? – Sav, Indonesia
at first i was confused but then i
understood its meaning and

thought it was unique just like f(x).
also just as cute – Farhanah, UK

happy for the fans (including me).
It’s like a dream come true. –
ClnKwon, Philippines
I felt happy because finally, after the
years of waiting, we have a name
now. And I love the meaning of our
fandom name. – Liza Liad, Philippines
SCREAMING HAHAHA seriously i
scream so hard and proudly saying
to my fellow kpop friends “HELLO

HAPPY and CONTENTED ♥ – Asylla,

GUYS FINALLY I HAVE NAME NOW!!

Philippines

CALL ME MeU!!!!” lmao – Natasya,

I was expecting other name but

Indonesia

MeU is great. I felt happier, I mean

its quite unique. – Skaila Dizon,

yayyyy finally. And i feel thankful.

Philippines

Though we had to wait for quite a
long time, it’s just a matter of time.
Love that all MeU are there – Mija,

4 words: I SUPER LOVE IT – Faith

Lanie Lumayag, Philippines
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Wow thats really easy to say but

LOVE SO MUCH – Karina Reuque,

the meaning is very deep… Me and

Chile (sent in Spanish)

U – Nisa, Indonesia

At first, I didn’t really like it but i also

I found it cute, It’s lovely – Jessi-

don’t hate it. But now i love it! –

ca, The Netherlands

Dorothy Celly, Indonesia

I was so excited and extremely hap-

I WAS ECSTATIC. Beyond glad be-

py. – Mikaela, New Zealand

cause here it is! Finally! The name
per se is beautiful. The meaning of

i think its cool..MeU, its cute too –

the name was even more beauti-

Ariel, Indonesia

ful. – Lei, Philippines

To be honest, At first I didn’t like,

I was shocked because I thought

But when I heard f(x) Called us MeU
I found it Cute and Unique – Mouna,
Tunisia
I’m happy that time because after

we’d never get a fandom name! –
Samantha, UK
I love it !! – Cansu, Turkey

those years since they debut they

My fist think about the name was

already have fanclub name and it’s

“really?” but over time I really liked –

very unique. – Mika Peraz, Philip-

Dainna, Chile

pines

I’m crying in happiness because this

MeU is such an adorable name and

is what we’ve been waiting for –

the fact it was inspired by their me

Indah, Indonesia

+ u song just made it all the better. – Demi, Australia

I was shocked at first, horrified even.
However when I heard Victoria

at first we didn’t have a name and

repeatedly saying it, it sounded so

we just called ourselves aff(x)ionate

cute. I’m proud to be MeU. – Jass,

and i thought it was real cool, but

Philippines

when fx announced the official
fandom name I liked it as well, as
long as they’re happy that’s all that
matters – Maria, Indonesia
I love it – Kiara, Hungary

I cried, I was so happy to finally have
a name to call myself along with f(x).
Being a MeU is one of the things I’m
most proud of. – Emma, USA
At first I was like meh but when i

¡AL FIN TENEMOS NOMBRE! ¡YA NO heard the members reason i was like
SEREMOS DESCONOCIDAS! F(X) I

awww that’s the sweetest thing on
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earth. – Joanney, Philippines
I love it when its finally reveal about

how cool the meaning of that fandom name is. – Aega, Philippines

their fans name. Its so unique and

I was honestly a bit confused (I

so strange. But I love that name so

thought we were going to be called

much. We have a different fans

Aff(x)tion), but I grew to like it over

name and unique fans name in this

time – Madeline, USA

world – freak.woman, Indonesia

I was there when fx revealed MeU

I’m happy because after many years,

and it was so exciting and fluffy

finally we have our official fandom

and cute – meusoyuna, South Korea

name. But sad at the same time
because I feel like SM is’nt treating
our girls right. – Elise, Philippines
although I was used to aff(x)tion, I
think MeU is cute. it makes me feel
close to the girls. – Sunsun, Australia

It was weird at first but eventually it
became our identity. – ishy, Philippines
So freaking ecstatic!! Us fans had
been waiting for so long for fanclub

name, that we even took it upon

I got mixed emotions for it. Truthful- ourselves to randomly name our
ly, it wasn’t what I thought for our

fanclub. At one point we even tem-

official name but it grew on me later

porarily named the fanclub Name-

on. – Raine Rhinoa, Philippines

less – Roux, Indonesia

Proud & excited. The name was

It is the best fandom name – Mitali,

perfect & after learning it took al-

India

most 7 years for the reveal it felt
even more special. Will always be a
MeU. – Ban, Canada
i wasn’t there when it was announced, but when i found out i
thought it was a really original and
special name. – Agos/lulu, Argentina
It’s sweetest that ever happened in
the fandom. – Bea Jeryca, Philippines
Kinda disappointed, but still amazed

Finally we had a fanclub name:”Oh

my god, I cannot believe it”. – Monica, Romania
At first i was shocked and confused
lol but after that i get used to the
name – Key, Indonesia
I wasn’t exactly overjoyed to hear it.
But when they called us “MeU”, I
just thought, “you know what? You
girls chose it, it sounds great too so
we’ll stick to that”. – Ally, Malaysia
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Weird at first. But f(x) is known with

waiting! I’m proud to be called a

their ‘weird’ concept. So in the end i

MeU – Cristal, USA

just “WELL.. WE ARE INDEED A
UNIQUE TEAM” – Benedicta. Y,
Indonesia
I was so happy that time. – Anton-

ette, Philippines

I wasn’t a part of the fandom when
it was revealed but when I found out,
I thought it was a smart choice and
it’s also really cute! – Shreya, India
I was extremely happy because we

truthfully, at first, wasn’t really fond

finally had something to call our-

of it. but seeing how much the

selves. And it makes us feels closer

members have thought through and to them because they have a name
really love it, I started loving it too.

for us – Clairin, Indonesia

I’M A PROUD MEU. – Zulaikah,
Malaysia
I was thrilled, because they wanted
to pass or even have with the fans
with the same link that links them. –
Igor Costa, Brazil
I love it. I was so surprise when I
heard its. – Trường Lợi, Vietnam
I was crying at that night and Im so
proud to be called MeU – Sung Ha,
Indonesia

I like it, because it’s unique as they
are and it’s cutely pronounced. –
Nureni Kakanegi, Indonesia
When i heard fanclub name, i am be
like “wow, it`s sound very cool!” –
Anna, Russia
Finally! Our fanclub name MeU –
fxfanmeu, Canada

I thought the fanclub name was
cute! Finally! After so many years of
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1 . Which
Additional
wordsf(x)
of song
do you
hold close to
love from
MeU
Photo by Piece of Gold
your heart and
why?
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I love you so much, i hope i can see

been together for a long time, but

f(x) go for a long time, but i’ll sup-

the time we spent together was the

port you no matter what happens.

happiest in my life – Lou, Catalonia

You make me happy. – Sky, Spain

f(x) are something essential to my

If I have to wait for f(x) another ten

life, they’ve always been there for

years I’ll still be there – Sophia,

me from my childhood up until now,

France

and I hope that in that same way I

Maybe I’m not their fan from the
start, but I will be their fan forever. I

can always be there for them! –
Teresa, America

hope the members are always hap-

I LOVE MY QUEENS VICTORIA, LU-

py and can accompany us both on f

NA, KRYSTAL & AMBER SO MUCH –

(x) or not. MeUs will always support

David, Norway

f(x) no matter what – Linda J, Indonesia

I LOVE F(X) SO MUCH. I WILL NEVER
GIVE UP ON THEM. I WILL WAIT

I really love them to the extent that i

FOR THEM NO MATTER HOW LONG

made a coin bank for them just in

IT TAKES. A TRUE MEU WILL NEVER

case they conduct a concert in the

LEAVE THEIR SIDE. –

phils.and i feel hurt if someone or

Iselle, Philippines

fake meus criticized one member
even if its not my bias the only one
group who bring me into the KPOP
and ill never regret it – Ekhet Joulief,
Philippines

They were the first girlgroup I’ve
ever listened to, and since then I’m
into girlgroups. I have to thanks

I love you f(x) and i want their all
stay healthy and success with every
individual activity and cant wait to
see u all to come with another cool
music. – Tita, Indonesia
They’re my world, my universe and
my heart, like SNSD. – May, Thailand

them a lot. They are so special for

f(x) is an irreplaceable existence in

me – Heesook, Spain

my life .. f(victoria), f(amber), f(luna),

f(x) is irreplaceable in my heart. Not
gonna give up on you girls no matter what. – Wahzi, Malaysia
Stan talent, stan f(x) – Ada, Romania
my dear f(x): maybe we haven’t

f(krystal), i’ve been loving and supporting you all and i’ll keep on doing that for a long long time. you’ve
always been with me when i needed
you, so i’ll be with you as well –
Mimi, The Netherlands
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I really love those girls. They

with them not coming back yet

brought me to a whole beautiful

since they will have more time for

world that is Kpop. Without them, I

their selves. They need that time for

wouldn’t know all of thise things

them to learn more about the thing

related to Kpop, i would never have

that they really wanted and their

expressed love for an another coun-

selves more. It God’s perfect time,

try and culture, they made me more

they will come back and will give us

open minded than I was ever before. more of what we expect they could
They made me feel alive and emo-

give us. Much love and respect for

tional like I never was with any other my girls. Love you always, guys.
groups/artists in the entire world. –

Happy anniversary! ♥ – Asylla, Phil-

Annabelle, Canada

ippines

f (x) is the best for me and it will

I love u guys so much so please be

always be the best –

happy and stay healthy. Im willing to

personwaitingforf(x), Turkey

wait for a comeback and stay to

f(x) are so special to me I will forever
love them even if I grow out of kpop.

support you guys. Love – Mija, Malaysia

They mean so much to me and

I’m very proud that I got to know f

make me feel at home. – Kaylee,

(x). Although now it’s different from

USA

the other groups, they’ll never have

F(x) have always made me happy
and inspired me in so many ways.

the only essence I like and only f(x)
has. – Marina, Brazil

They deserve the world and so

I love f(x) so much. I admire their

much more, not enough words can

passion for their craft (esp. making

describe how grateful I am! – Fiona,

music). I want to see them happy

Australia

and I don’t want their friendship to

fx always makes me want to do

end. – ClnKwon, Philippines

more with my life, their songs and

I just want to say that MeU loves f(x)

performance make me happy and

and we will always do. Please take

brightening my mood – Sav, Indo-

care of yourselves and be healthy.

nesia

And live happily, do what makes you

Well I am really just happy for eve-

happy. – Liza Liad, Philippines

rything that f(x) has done for us

expressing with words isn’t enough

Meus. I don’t really have a problem

but deep in my heart f(x) is the only
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gg i love and i hope their friendship

them and I am proud to be their

and group stay for a long time –

fan – Mouna, Tunisia

Natasya, Indonesia

f(x) is one of the most unique kpop

GIRLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL they

girl group. I’m still waiting for the

are so AESTHETICCCCCCCCC IIIIIIIIIII

comeback even it’s impossible I

LLLLLLLLoOOOOOOVVVEEEEE THH-

think. I want to see them in person

HEEEEMMM SOOOO

badly. I will support and love them

MMMMUUUCHHHH.LOL – Skaila

till the end. Saranghae! – Mika Peraz,

Dizon, Philippines

Philippines

I will never leave f(x). I hope SM can

i love them all equally i hope people

treat f(x) well. I miss them soooooo

would stop bashing soojung for her

much– Nisa, Indonesia

facial expressions, and luna wearing

E-peu-ek-seu!!!!!!! – Islay, Philippines

I love F(x) a lot. Their music is the
best in the world. I was depressed

what ever the fuck she wants – Maria, Indonesia
They are the first girl band which I
loved first. – Kiara, Hungary

the time I found f(x) and their music

I love f(x) because they are: Unique

really helped me lift my spirits

– And not afraid to show it. Talented

through the hard times. So I am very – Best discography. Beautiful – Inthankful for F(x). – Jessica, The Neth- side and out. MeU ♡ f(x) Forever –
erlands

Diana, Singapore

F(x) for a long time has been some-

F(x) en este 9° aniversario sólo

thing I cling onto dearly. Because I

quisiera decir que lo hacen bien,

completely love them for everything

trabajen duro pero también cuiden

that they are and what they stand

de su salud. Son lo mejor en mi vida.

for. Their music being my hope

– Karina Reuque, Chile (sent in

aswell as just for party times. I am

Spanish)

forever thankful to them for all that
they have done together and individually and I wish them the best –
Mikaela, New Zealand
I love f(x) So much, They’ve taught
me so many thing I am thankful to

To me, f(x) has always felt like my
older sisters. They are very warm &
makes me feel calm. I love them so
much! – Dorothy Celly, Indonesia

Thank you for staying together as a
united group through the hard
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times! f(x) = love – Samantha, UK
I love them so much! They are so
different from the others!They are
so unique!They are very special for

on my life. They mean everything to
me. Amber is my ultimate bias, but I
love all five girls the same. – Emma,
USA

me!They are the 1st kpop gg that i

I have a lot of things to say about

know! I know them since electric

them. I can’t describe it. I’m just

shock era and I still love like from

want to them always taking care

the beginning! – Cansu, Turkey

each other and support each other

I do not think I can express my love
for fx just by writing, it’s too intense – Dainna, Chile

and always hold hands each other
and hug each other in every way in
this life. Even they will change in the
future, Just always hold hands each

I hope they keep believe in each

other and hug each other.. –

other and ignore all of hate com-

freak.woman, Indonesia

ments. MeU, let’s protect and support them forever ♡ – Indah, Indonesia

I admire f(x)’s bond. I want to see f

(x) perform again in one stage together. I will not get tired of waiting

Fx always love u – me – Chuyu,

no matter how long. – Elise, Philip-

China

pines

I love them so much that i dont care

I wish them good health and happi-

if i need to wait for a long time, i

ness. May their friendship last forev-

love them as a group and i’ll sup-

er – Fae, Philippines

port them individually. Im from
Malaysia and I know one day i’ll
come to Korea and meet them. (im
saving my money already). Thats the
only dream i have. To meet f(x).
They r the reason I can go through
my high school life, uni life and now
im in my final year. – Fiqah, Malaysia
MeUs will always support and wait
for f(x)! f(x) fighting! MeU fighting! f
(x) jjang – Jass, Philippines

f(x), I can’t believe it’s your 9th anni-

versary already! you are by far one
of my favourite k-pop groups. I
hope you make a comeback soon
because I miss you guys so much.
you guys are doing amazing on
your solo projects as well. much love
xx – Sunsun, Australia
I may not be there from the beginning, but I’ll be there ’til the very

end. – Issa, Philippines

f(x) has left such an amazing impact
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No words can describe how I love f

certain image. They’re just being

(x) as a group and as individuals. It

themselves! – Angel, Philippines

was like, even if I don’t get to see
them often on shows like before, I
am still here supporting and loving
them all through out. – Raine Rhinoa, Philippines
If you’re a true fan, you must and
should love the other members. Not
because you don’t have a choice or
that’s the only way to considered

F(x) is beautiful. All of the members
are so different and unique in their
own way, and relatable. F(x) is family,
not only amongst the members but

they are MeU’s family too – Roux,
Indonesia
Thank you f(x) for being the reason I
smile everyday – Mitali, India

you as a real fan but because you

f(x) is an equation: So, f(x)

are getting mature and you consid-

=Victoria+Amber+Luna+Sulli+Kryst

ered yourself not just a fan but a

al. f(x) is a constant, so our girls will

family in the fandom, you love all

be always the same. – Monica, Ro-

the members because they de-

mania

served an equal love and care and
an equal supports from you and the
fandom. – Bea Jeryca, Philippines
I love them to the point I wouldn’t
get tired watching, listening and
loving them all this trials MeUs
faced. – Aega, Philippines
Thank you for being f(x). Thank your
for giving us such a high quality of
music. Please be happy and healthy,
girls – Danar, Indonesia
Even if I have to wait for 5, 10 or
more years I’ll be with f(x). No matter what happen they will always be
my home. – ishy, Philippines

F(x), the first group that i really
love thank you so much for existing
because you’re my strength! – Key,
Indonesia
I’ll Wait. I’ll Stay. Love and miss you.
Forever and always. – Benedicta. Y,
Indonesia

All I can say is that f(x) opened a
whole new world for me. Their music spoke to me even though I didn’t
understand and I cherish them so
much. – Deborah, Nigeria
First of all Thank you for everything,
always remember that meus will
always be here with you no matter.

I just love f(x) and how they stand

We will kept on waiting & loving

out from other girl groups without

you – Antonette, Philippines

having to act pretty or maintain a
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I’m with u girls, till the end of the

say that I will support and love them

line. – aviang, Philippines

no matter what. Love ya – Clairin,
Indonesia

f(x) are the reason I’m still trying my
best in life to be happy. They have
lift me up with their songs and also
meaningful words when I was at my

lowest. and I’m forever grateful. –
Zulaikah, Malaysia
My Love to f(x) is 4 Walls. It feels
AMAZING. And if it can’t be now, I
hope next year when their 10th
Anniversary they can make the
GRAND COMEBACK. – Nureni Kakanegi, Indonesia
I love f(x), I hope they succeed in
everything and do a comeback
together soon! They are hardworking and love their fans too. Thank
you f(x), MeU are waiting for
you! Happy anniversary! – fxfanmeu,
Canada
F(x) will always have a special place
in my heart. They mean so much to

me, it’s impossible to write it under
30 words. I love them and pray for
their health and happiness. – Cristal,
USA
f(x) is my forever. They give me
strength and my love for them is
endless. I will support them in whatever they do. I only wish for their
happiness. – Shreya, India
I’m not good with words but I must
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Dear f(x), thank you for these
amazing 10 years.
Happy anniversary!
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